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(57) A microfluidic group comprising a female con-
nector (223) and a male needle connector (222). The
female connector has a connector chamber (236) in a
containment body (235); a duct (244) extending in the
containment body (235) to a duct opening (244A) on a
first face (236A) of the connector chamber (236); a needle
entry hole (242) extending from a lateral face (235A) of
the containment body (235) to a second face (236B), not

facing the first face (236A) of the connector chamber
(236); and a gasket (240) arranged in the connector
chamber (236). The gasket has a side wall (243A) inter-
nally delimiting a cavity (245) and extending in part ad-
jacent to the second face (235B) of the connector cham-
ber (236). The cavity (245) of the gasket (240) faces the
first face (236A) of the connector chamber (236) .
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a microfluidic
connector group, to a microfluidic device, and to the man-
ufacturing process thereof, in particular for a cartridge
for sample preparation and molecule analysis. In partic-
ular, the present invention relates to the field of so-called
Lab-On- Chip (LOC) devices, where a single disposable
cartridge (also referred to as disposable unit) comprises
structures designed to carry out at least some steps of
treatment of a sample in order to extract and analyse
molecules.
[0002] In general, disposable cartridges of the above
type are put in a machine that carries out analysis of the
substances contained in the cartridge, in general after
pre-treatment.
[0003] Such systems are of great importance for
health, importance that increases in time together with
the number of analyses that can be performed in a simple
way by a patient alone or with the aid of not particularly
skilled persons.
[0004] In particular, the above systems enable analy-
sis of biological molecules, such as nucleic acids, pro-
teins, lipids, polysaccharides, etc. They comprise a plu-
rality of operations that start from the raw material, for
example a blood sample. These operations may include
various degrees of sample pre-treatment the, lysis, pu-
rification, amplification, and analysis of the resulting prod-
uct.
[0005] For instance, in DNA-based blood tests, the
samples are frequently pre-treated by filtration, centrifu-
gation, or electrophoresis to eliminate all the non-nucle-
ated cells. Then the remaining white blood cells are sub-
ject to lysis using chemical, thermal, or enzymatic meth-
ods to release the DNA that is to be analysed. This DNA
is then purified, to concentrate it and eliminate the other
molecules in the cells.
[0006] Next, DNA is amplified by an amplification re-
action, such as PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction), LCR
(Ligase Chain Reaction), SDA (Strand-Displacement
Amplification), TMA (Transcription-Mediated Amplifica-
tion), RCA (Rolling-Circle Amplification), LAMP (Loop-
Mediated Isothermal Amplification) and the like.
[0007] The procedures are similar if RNA is to be an-
alysed, but more emphasis is laid on purification to pro-
tect the RNA molecule, which is labile. The RNA is usually
copied into DNA (cDNA), and then the analysis proceeds
as described for DNA.
[0008] Finally, the product of amplification undergoes
an analysis, usually based upon the sequence or dimen-
sions or a combination of both. In an analysis by hybrid-
isation, for example, amplified DNA is passed over a plu-
rality of detectors formed by individual oligonucleotide
probes, which are anchored, for example, on electrodes.
If the amplified-DNA strands are complementary to the
probes, stable bonds are formed between them, and this
hybridisation may be read by observing it using a wide
range of methods, which include optical or electrical

methods.
[0009] Other biological molecules are analysed in a
similar way, but typically purification is not followed by
amplification, and the detection methods vary as a func-
tion of the molecule that is detected. For instance, a com-
mon diagnostic system comprises detection of a specific
protein by getting it to bind to its antibody or using a spe-
cific enzymatic reaction. Lipids, carbohydrates, pharma-
ceuticals, and small molecules contained in biological
fluids are treated in a similar way.
[0010] Furthermore, these systems may be used also
for the purification of non-biological samples, such as
water samples, and for the analysis of non-biological mol-
ecules.
[0011] The discussion is here simplified by focusing on
purification and analysis of nucleic acids (DNA and RNA)
as example of molecules that can be purified and ana-
lysed using the cartridge that is the subject of the disclo-
sure. However, in general, the present cartridge may be
used for any chemical or biological test that has the req-
uisites referred to hereinafter.
[0012] As regards the purification step, the treatment
is based upon the following passages:

- movement and mixing of liquid reagents; and
- specific capture of the target molecule to be purified

using appropriately functionalised magnetic beads.

[0013] As regards the analysis step, the treatment is
based upon the following elements:

- thermal control (even be very precise); and
- detection using optical methods, such as, purely by

way of non-limiting example, fluorescence or chemi-
luminescence.

[0014] Currently, LOC systems for analysis of nucleic
acids have two main applications in the field of human
diagnostics: quantitative detection of micro-organisms
that cause infective diseases, based upon quantification
of nucleic acids of the pathogens; and detection of spe-
cific short subsections within a human genome, which
enables correlation with specific conditions, such as the
individual response to pharmaceuticals or the predispo-
sition to illnesses. In the former case, these systems are
designed for monitoring health, in stable or emergency
conditions (for example, in the case of spread of epidem-
ics). The latter application regards, among the various
contexts, prevention of pathological states and molecular
medicine and is increasing in value over time, since the
research in progress finds increasing correlations be-
tween the DNA/RNA sequences and their functions. As
a whole, the market for the two applications is expected
to exceed some ten billion dollars in the next few years.
[0015] Current systems for analysis of nucleic acids
are usually based upon the PCR procedure. This step is
in fact currently essential in order to obtain a sufficient
amount of target nucleic acids to be analysed even start-
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ing from small samples of biological material. PCR more-
over enables simplification and reduction of the opera-
tions of purification of the nucleic acids to be examined
since the useful amplified material considerably exceeds
the starting material, as well as possible material (such
as non-nucleated cells) not useful for analysis.
[0016] Execution of PCR requires a specific prior prep-
aration of the biological samples in order to concentrate
the nucleic acids, increasing the sensitivity, and to elim-
inate substances in the biological samples that would
inhibit PCR.
[0017] With the technique referred to as real-time PCR,
PCR is monitored in real time during amplification, and
this enables quantification of the strands of target nucleic
acids based upon amplification curves. To this end, for
example, the material is amplified in presence of oligo-
nucleotide probes labelled in various ways. If the strands
of the amplified target nucleic acids are complementary
to the oligonucleotide probes, in specific conditions of
temperature a stable bond is formed between them (hy-
bridisation). The hybridised material may be detected in
various ways, for example in an optical or electrochem-
ical way.
[0018] Lab-On-a-Chip devices are very promising for
performing PCR or real-time PCR, in particular in order
to obtain fast, automated, and inexpensive tests even in
non-hospital environments. However, many current sys-
tems require loading the cartridge with samples already
treated (for example, with DNA/RNA already extracted
from the biological sample). This causes the analysis op-
erations to be more complex due to the necessary pre-
liminary treatments, which frequently require the pres-
ence of specialised persons.
[0019] It is noted that the ensuing discussion regards
purification of nucleic acids and their detection through
real-time PCR amplification, as example of use of the
present system. However, the present disclosure may
be applied to other chemical or biological tests that satisfy
the requirements described previously.
[0020] The aim of the present invention is to provide
solutions that simplify treatment and analysis of samples.
[0021] According to the present invention, a female
connector, a male connector, a microfluidic group, a car-
tridge, a sample habndling machine, and a manufactur-
ing process are provided, as defined in the attached
claims.
[0022] For a better understanding of the present inven-
tion some embodiments thereof are now described, pure-
ly by way of non-limiting example, with reference to the
attached drawings, wherein:

- Figure 1 shows a block diagram of an embodiment
of a system for preparing samples for molecule anal-
ysis;

- Figure 2 shows a simplified structural diagram of a
control machine belonging to the system of Figure 1;

- Figure 3A is a perspective view, with parts removed
for reasons of clarity, of an embodiment of the ma-

chine of Figure 2;
- Figure 3B is a perspective view similar to Figure 3A,

after insertion of a cartridge, showing other parts of
the machine;

- Figures 4, 4A, 5, and 6 show, respectively, an ex-
ploded view, a perspective view, a front view, and a
ghost back view of a first embodiment of a cartridge,
which may be used in the system for sample prep-
aration and analysis of Figure 1;

- Figures 7-10 show the circulation of fluids in succes-
sive operatative steps of the cartridge of Figures 4-6;

- Figure 11 shows a block diagram of another embod-
iment of a system for sample preparation and anal-
ysis;

- Figure 12 shows a simplified structural diagram of a
control machine belonging to the system of Figure
11;

- Figures 13-15 show, respectively, an exploded view,
a front view, and a ghost back view of a second em-
bodiment of a cartridge, which may be used in the
system for sample preparation and analysis of Figure
11;

- Figures 16, 17A, 18A, and 19A show the circulation
of fluids on a first face of the cartridge of Figures
13-15, in successive operative steps;

- Figures 17B, 18B, and 19B show the circulation of
fluids on a second face of the cartridge of Figures
13-15, in successive operative steps;

- Figures 20A and 20B are schematic illustrations of
the structure of a microfluidic valve, in the closed
condition and in the open condition, respectively, ac-
cording to one aspect of the present disclosure;

- Figures 21A and 21B are schematic illustrations of
a different embodiment of a microfluidic valve in the
closed condition and in the open condition, respec-
tively;

- Figure 22 is a schematic illustration of another em-
bodiment of a microfluidic valve, in the closed con-
dition (dashed line) and in the open condition (solid
line);

- Figures 23A and 23B are schematic illustrations of
yet another embodiment of a microfluidic valve in the
closed condition and in the open condition, respec-
tively;

- Figures 24 and 25 are schematic illustrations of two
variants for controlling the microfluidic valves of Fig-
ures 20-23 in the systems of Figures 1 and 11;

- Figure 26 is a cross-section of a connector group,
according to one aspect of the present disclosure;

- Figure 27 shows a top plan view, with parts in ghost
view, of a part of the connector group of Figure 26;

- Figure 28 is a cross-section of an assembling step
of the connector group of Figures 26-27;

- Figure 29 shows the microfluidic connector group of
Figure 26 in a use condition;

- Figure 30 shows the microfluidic connector group of
Figures 26-29 applied to the cartridge 2’ of Figures
13-15;
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- Figure 31 shows a cross-section, exploded view of
a container for collecting samples, according to one
aspect of the present disclosure;

- Figures 32A and 32B show steps of fixing the con-
tainer of Figure 31 in a support;

- Figures 33-35 show various embodiments of the
container of Figure 31;

- Figure 36 shows the container of Figure 31 applied
to the cartridge 2 or 2’ of Figures 5-7 or 13-15;

- Figure 37 shows the container of Figure 31 applied
to a variant of the cartridge 2 or 2’ of Figures 5-7 or
13-15;

- Figures 38A and 38B show cross-sections of a valve
group comprising a magnetic valve that may be con-
trollably opened and closed, according to one aspect
of the present disclosure, in the closed condition and
in the open condition, respectively;

- Figures 39A and 39B are perspective views from
above and from below, respectively, of a part of the
magnetic valve of Figure 38A, in the undeformed
condition;

- Figure 40 is a perspective view from below of the
magnetic valve of Figure 38B, in the deformed con-
dition;

- Figures 41-43 show variants of the magnetic valve
of Figures 38-40;

- Figure 44 shows the magnetic valve of Figures 40-42
applied to the cartridge 2’ of Figures 13-15;

- Figure 45 is a schematic side view of a system for
mixing liquids in a microfluidic device;

- Figures 46A and 46B are front views of a portion of
the system of Figure 45 in two different operative
steps;

- Figure 47 shows the mixing system of Figure 45 ap-
plied to the cartridge 2 of Figures 5-7;

- Figures 48A and 48B schematically show a cross-
section of a microfluidic device during two operative
steps;

- Figure 49 shows the mixing system of Figures 48A
and 48B applied to the cartridge 2’ of Figures 13-15;

- Figures 50A-50D are cross-sections of a solid-rea-
gent containment unit, according to a further aspect
of the present disclosure, in successive manufactur-
ing steps;

- Figure 50E is a perspective view of the unit of Figure
50D;

- Figure 51 is a cross-section of the solid-reagent con-
tainment unit of Figures 50A-50D in a possible sub-
sequent manufacturing step;

- Figures 52A-52B are cross-sections of a variant em-
bodiment of the solid-reagent containment unit in two
successive manufacturing steps;

- Figures 53A-53C are perspective views of different
embossing tools used in the steps of Figures 50B
and 52A;

- Figures 54A and 54B are cross-sections of another
embodiment of a solid-reagent containment unit, in
successive manufacturing steps;

- Figure 55 is a perspective view of an embossing tool
used for forming the unit of Figures 54A and 54B;

- Figures 56A-56D are cross-sections of a different
embodiment of a solid-reagent containment unit, in
successive manufacturing steps;

- Figures 57A-57C are cross-sections of the solid-re-
agent containment unit of Figure 52A in an operative
step of a microfluidic device;

- Figure 58 is a perspective view of a different solid-
reagent containment unit, which may be applied to
the cartridge 2 or 2’ of Figures 4-6 and 13-15, re-
spectively;

- Figure 59 shows the containment unit of Figure 58
applied to a part of the cartridge 2’ of Figures 13-15;

- Figure 60 is a top plan view of a different embodiment
of the containment unit of Figure 58, which may be
applied to the cartridge 2 or 2’ of Figures 4-6 and
13-15, respectively;

- Figure 61 is a perspective view of an embossing tool
used for forming the containment unit of Figure 60;

- Figure 62 is a perspective view of the containment
unit of Figure 60;

- Figure 63 is a perspective view of the containment
unit of Figure 62 applied to a variant of the cartridge
2 or 2’ of Figures 4-6 and 13-15;

- Figure 64 is a rear view of a part of the cartridge of
Figure 63;

- Figures 65A-65D are schematic illustrations of an
analysis unit according to yet another aspect of the
present disclosure, in successive filling steps;

- Figures 66A-66D show schematically a different
analysis unit, in successive filling steps;

- Figure 67 shows a variant of the analysis unit of Fig-
ures 65 and 66;

- Figure 68 shows schematically a communication
mode used in the present system and toward the
outside world;

- Figure 69 is a flowchart of communications between
the control machine and the cartridge in the present
system; and

- Figure 70 is a flowchart of communications between
the cartridge and an external device.

[0023] The following description relates to a miniatur-
ized (on-chip) cartridge, wherein automated extraction
of molecules, in particular nucleic acids, is carried out
from a biological sample for their analysis. The system
implements all the steps envisaged to this end, from load-
ing a biological sample to extracting nucleic acids and
collecting them in a collector to enable analysis. The col-
lector may be formed by an analysis chamber, where the
nucleic acids may be subject to amplification (where nec-
essary) and detection, for example using real-time PCR.
The structure is such that the movement of the liquids
(sample, reagents, and products of extraction) is ob-
tained by exploiting the force of gravity and a suction
pressure generated by an external pump.
[0024] Figure 1 shows a block diagram of an embodi-
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ment of a system 1 for the preparation of biological sam-
ples by extracting nucleic acids.
[0025] The system 1 comprises a disposable element
2, also referred to hereinafter as cartridge 2, and a control
machine 3.
[0026] The cartridge 2 comprises a casing 5, having a
generally parallelepipedal shape, housing an extraction
chamber 6, a waste chamber 7, and a collector 8. In the
embodiment described, the collector 8 contains assay
reagents and forms an analysis chamber, for example
an amplification chamber, also designated hereinafter by
8. The chambers 6, 7, and 8 have respective vent open-
ings 6A, 7A, 8A and are connected together and to the
outside world through a fluidic circuit 9, allowing intro-
duction of a sample and preparation reagents into the
extraction chamber 6, transfer of the treated sample from
the extraction chamber 6 to the analysis chamber 8, as
well as collection of waste material in the waste chamber
7. In addition, the fluidic circuit 9 enables an air flow from
the inlet to the extraction chamber 6, as well as applica-
tion of a suction pressure generated by the control ma-
chine 3 in the chambers 6-8 in order to transfer the treated
sample, the preparation reagents, and the extracted
products in the cartridge 2, as described in detail here-
inafter with reference to Figures 7-10.
[0027] To this end, the cartridge 2 has a sample inlet
10, arranged on a top face 2C of the cartridge 2 (see also
Figure 4A), a fluidic inlet 11 and a fluidic outlet 12, ar-
ranged on a bottom face 2D of the cartridge 2 (see also
Figure 4A). The fluidic inlet 11 and the fluidic outlet 12
are connected to the control machine 3 through a first
and a second connection element 30A, 30B, arranged
on the control machine 3 and forming, together with the
respective fluidic inlet 11 and fluidic outlet 12, a connector
group (see also Figures 2, 3 and 26-30). In Figure 1
(where the connections of a pneumatic type are repre-
sented with a thin solid line, the connections for the liquids
are represented with a thick solid line, and the electrical
connections are represented with a dashed and dotted
line), the sample inlet 10 is directly connected to the ex-
traction chamber 6, the fluidic inlet 11 (where both air
and liquids pass) is connected to the extraction chamber
6 through an inlet channel 13, and the fluidic outlet 12 is
connected to the vent opening 7A of the waste chamber
7 through a vent channel 14.
[0028] The fluidic circuit 9 of the cartridge 2 further
comprises a first pneumatic channel 16, extending be-
tween the vent opening 6A of the extraction chamber 6
and the waste chamber 7 and having a first valve 20; a
reagent-discharge channel 15, extending between the
bottom end of the extraction chamber 6 and an interme-
diate portion of the waste chamber 7 and having a second
valve 21; a product-transfer channel 19, extending be-
tween the bottom end of the extraction chamber 6 and
the analysis chamber 8; and a second pneumatic channel
17, extending between the vent opening 8A of the anal-
ysis chamber 8 and the fluidic outlet 12 and having a third
valve 22. Alternatively, the second pneumatic channel

17 may also be connected to the vent channel 14.
[0029] The control machine 3 comprises a pump 25,
connected to the fluidic outlet 12 of the cartridge 2 through
a pneumatic duct 55 and to a ventilation outlet 26 for
generating the suction pressure within the cartridge 2;
an actuator group 27, facing the cartridge 2, as described
hereinafter; a supporting structure 28 for the cartridge 2;
the connection elements 30A, 30B, which may be cou-
pled, respectively, to the fluidic inlet 11 and to the fluidic
outlet 12 of the cartridge 2; a ventilation inlet 33A, con-
nected to the first connection element 30A through a ven-
tilation line 33 and having a ventilation valve 34; a control
unit 35, electrically connected to all the members of the
control machine 3; and a memory 36, connected to the
control unit 35. The control machine 3 may moreover
comprise an optical-detection unit 37, for detecting the
reactions in the cartridge 2, and a heating-control and
temperature-monitoring unit 38, for controlling the tem-
perature (when necessary, for example by carrying out
thermal cycles) during analysis of the treated sample, as
described in detail below. Air filters (not shown) may be
provided on the ventilation line 33, on the ventilation out-
let 26, and on the pneumatic duct 55.
[0030] The pump 25 is, for example, of a peristaltic,
piezoelectric, syringe, or membrane type, or the like, and
generates a suction pressure in the region of 0.05-0.4
atm, for example 0.1 atm in the case of a peristaltic pump
and 0.4 atm in the case of a membrane pump.
[0031] The actuator group 27 comprises one or more
magnetic-valve actuators 40, facing the cartridge 2 for
controlling the valves 20-22, as described in greater de-
tail hereinafter with reference to Figures 2, 3A, and 3B;
an anchor actuator 41, facing the analysis chamber 8,
for controlling the movement of a mixing anchor, as de-
scribed in greater detail hereinafter with reference to Fig-
ure 9; cooling fans 42, also facing the cartridge 2 for re-
ducing the temperature on the basis of any thermal cycles
during analysis of the treated sample; and a blocking
actuator 43, for trapping magnetic particles, for example
magnetic beads, during sample preparation, as de-
scribed in greater detail hereinafter with reference to Fig-
ure 9.
[0032] The control machine 3 moreover carries a rea-
gent-supporting structure 45, accommodating a plurality
of containers 46 (see also Figures 2 and 3A) and con-
nected to the first connection element 30A.
[0033] A heating and temperature-control element 48
is coupled to the analysis chamber 8 and is controlled by
the heating-control unit 38 through an electrical-connec-
tion element 47. For instance, as described in greater
detail hereinafter (Figures 4-6), the heating and temper-
ature-control element 48 may be a silicon chip housing
integrated resistors.
[0034] Figures 2, 3A, and 3B show in a simplified way
the structure of the control machine 3. In detail, the control
machine 3 comprises a base 50 closed at the top by a
manifold structure 51 and housing a printed-circuit board
52 (Figures 3A and 3B), which carries the control and
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processing unit 35 and the heating-control unit 38 (Figure
2). Moreover, the base 50 accommodates the pump 25;
reagent valves 53 connected to the reagent containers
46; a fluidic duct 54, connecting the reagent valves 53 to
the first connection element 30A; and the pneumatic duct
55, connecting the pump 25 to the second connection
element 30B.
[0035] The connection elements 30A and 30B are car-
ried by the manifold structure 51 and each comprise a
needle 58, designed to be inserted in the cartridge 2 and
to perforate respective gaskets 120 (Figure 4) in the car-
tridge 2, as described in greater detail hereinafter with
reference to Figures 4-6).
[0036] The supporting structure 28 is carried by the
manifold structure 51 and comprises two U-shaped
guides 61 defining mutually facing grooves 62, for allow-
ing insertion of the cartridge 2. The supporting structure
28 further comprises a horizontal bar 63, extending be-
tween the guides 61, and from which the needles 58
project upwards. The needles 58 of the connection ele-
ments 30A and 30B thus automatically penetrate into the
fluidic inlet 11 and the fluidic outlet 12 of the cartridge 2
when the cartridge is inserted in the grooves 62 and
pushed down until it rests against the horizontal bar 63.
[0037] Furthermore, the manifold structure 51 carries
the magnetic valve actuator 40, the anchor actuator 41,
the optical-detection unit 37, the blocking actuator 43 (ad-
jacent to the supporting structure 28 so as to face the
cartridge 2, when the latter is inserted in the supporting
structure 28), as well as the cooling fan 42.
[0038] In detail, the magnetic valve actuator 40 com-
prises a first turret 64 carrying a first magnetic element
70 (for example, a permanent magnet) mobile along the
first turret 64. The first turret 64 may be a worm screw
rotated about a vertical axis (perpendicular to the mani-
fold structure 51) by a first electric motor 71 in the base
50 (Figure 2), cooperating with a counter-thread formed
on a support of the first magnet or of the first magnetic
element 70 so as to be brought each time into a facing
position with one of the valves 20-22, according to the
operative step of the system 1. Alternatively, the mag-
netic valve actuator 40 may comprise a plurality of elec-
tromagnets, one for each valve 20-22 of the cartridge 2,
fixed on the first turret 64 (which, in this case, is formed
by a simple supporting vertical structure), facing a re-
spective valve 20-22, and selectively operated when de-
sired (as explained in greater detail hereinafter with ref-
erence to Figures 7-10).
[0039] The anchor actuator 41 comprises a second tur-
ret 65, carrying a second magnetic element 73 (for ex-
ample, a permanent magnet) mobile along the second
turret 65 and rotatable about a horizontal axis. In partic-
ular, the second magnetic element is mobile along the
height of the extraction chamber 6 and governs displace-
ment and rotation of an anchor 97 (Figure 4) in the ex-
traction chamber 6, for stirring and mixing the liquid
present therein, as explained with reference to Figures
9 and 45-47. For instance, the second turret 65 may also

be a worm screw, extending vertically, rotatably driven
by a second electric motor 72 (also arranged in the base
50, Figure 2) and cooperating with a counter-thread
formed on the casing of a third electric motor 75 (Figure
3A). The third motor 75 is horizontally rotatable and car-
ries the second magnetic element 73, which can thus
translate vertically and rotate.
[0040] The blocking actuator 43 comprises an arm 77
carrying a permanent magnet 78. The arm 77 is brought
to and away from the cartridge 2 by a fourth electric motor
79, fixed to the manifold structure 51. Alternatively, the
support 77 may be fixed, and the permanent magnet 78
can be replaced by an electromagnet that is activated/de-
activated according to the operative step of sample prep-
aration, as explained in detail hereinafter with reference
to Figure 9.
[0041] The optical-detection unit 37 (Figure 3B), car-
ried by the base 50 through a support 76, is arranged
alongside the supporting structure 28, on the opposite
side of the cartridge 2 (after insertion of the latter in the
guides 61) with respect to the turrets 64-65. The optical-
detection unit 37 has the function of detecting the reaction
that is occurring (or has occurred) in the analysis cham-
ber 8, for example by optical detection of nucleotide frag-
ments hybridised to corresponding labelled detection
fragments, in a per se known manner.
[0042] Figures 4-6 show a possible implementation of
the structure of a cartridge 2 that can be used with the
system 1 of Figures 1-3. In detail (Figure 4A), the car-
tridge 2 has a generally parallelepipedal shape config-
ured to be mounted in the control machine 3 so that its
major dimension (hereafter denoted as height H) is ar-
ranged vertically. In addition, the cartridge 2 has another
of the three dimensions (referred to as thickness T) much
smaller than the other two dimensions, and the third di-
mension, referred to as width L, with an intermediate val-
ue. For instance, the cartridge 2 may have H = 75 mm,
L = 50 mm, and T = 10 mm.
[0043] The cartridge 2 is delimited by a front face 2A,
a back face 2B, a top face 2C, a bottom face 2D, a first
lateral face 2E, and a second lateral face 2F (where "top"
and "bottom" refer to the position of in the control machine
3). The lateral faces 2E, 2F are designed to be inserted
in the guides 61, with the front face 2A facing the optical
detector 37 and the back face 4B facing the turrets 64
and 65. The bottom face 2D is designed to be introduced
in the supporting structure 28 first and to arranged against
the horizontal bar 63 of the control machine 3 (Figures 2
and 3).
[0044] The cartridge 2 is here formed by three parts,
all of transparent material: a body 80; a first closing wall
81; and a second closing wall 82, for example a film. The
parts 80-82 are bonded together, for example glued or
welded thermally, and may have gaskets and sealing
means (not shown) to prevent leakage of liquids towards
the outside, and to ensure separation of the various chan-
nels from each other and isolation from the external en-
vironment.
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[0045] The body 80, for example of moulded plastic,
has a first main face 80A and a second main face 80B,
opposite to each other; and a top face 80C and a bottom
face 80D, opposite to each other, forming in part the top
face 2C and the bottom face 2D of the cartridge 2. The
first closing wall 81 has a face 81A fixed to the second
main face 80B of the body 80; the second closing wall
82 is bonded to the first face 80A of the body 80.
[0046] The first and second main faces 80A, 80B of
the body 80 are shown in detail in Figures 5 and 6. The
first main face 80A has a plurality of recesses and open-
ings that form, together with other recesses and openings
on the face 81A of the first closing wall 81, the chambers
6-8 of Figure 1 and the channels 14-19. Moreover, the
body 80 has a first, a second and a third valve hole 90-92,
where the valves 20-22 of Figure 1 are formed, as de-
scribed in detail hereinafter. To clarify further the struc-
ture, in Figures 5 and 6 recesses and cavities formed on
the first face 81A of the closing wall 81 are moreover
represented dashed.
[0047] In detail, the first main face 80A of the body 80
has a first recess (referred to hereinafter as extraction
recess 83 since it forms, together with the second closing
wall 82, the extraction chamber 6) and a second recess
(referred to hereinafter as analysis recess 8 since it forms
the analysis chamber 8, as explained hereinafter). The
body 80 moreover has a through opening 85 since it
forms, together with the closing walls 81, 82, the waste
chamber 7, as explained hereinafter.
[0048] The extraction recess 83 is generally V-shaped
with its bottom portion near the bottom face 80D and its
top portion, wider than the bottom portion, near the top
face 80C. Thus, by virtue of the use arrangement of the
cartridge 2, the extraction chamber 6 has a vertical main
dimension, narrower at the bottom and wider at the top.
In particular, the extraction recess 83 has an aspect ratio
(the ratio between the vertical, larger dimension and the
smaller, horizontal dimension) of at least 5, typically ap-
proximately 10.
[0049] Moreover, the extraction recess 83 accommo-
dates the anchor 97 and a tablet 98 containing the mag-
netic beads that capture the nucleic acids. In a per se
known manner, the tablet 98 may be produced by oven
drying or lyophilising a solution containing the magnetic
beads.
[0050] The analysis recess 84 has a generally paral-
lelepipedal shape, here like a bag, with bottom rounded
corners, and is closed at the sides by a chip, which forms
the heating and temperature-control element 48 and is
thus designated by 48. The chip 48 is inserted in a through
opening 84A (Figure 4) having a parallelepipedal shape,
formed in the second closing wall 82 and sealed in any
suitable way. For instance, the chip 48 may be glued to
the first main face 80A of the body 80. In practice, the
chip 48 and the analysis recess 84 form the collector
(analysis chamber) 8. The chip 48 has on the back (on
the face 2B of the cartridge 2, Figure 4A) electrical con-
tacts 49 designed to be electrically coupled with the elec-

trical-connection element 47 on the control machine 3
(Figure 1).
[0051] It is noted that, if the collector 8 is limited to
collecting the separated nucleic acids and does not con-
tain assay reagents, the cartridge 2 may be equipped
with a further fluidic outlet (not shown), closed, for exam-
ple, by a perforable gasket, allowing recovery of the treat-
ed nucleic acids, for example, using a syringe. In this
case, the chip 48 may be missing.
[0052] An introduction opening 117 extends from the
top face 80C of the body 80 to the extraction recess 83
to form the sample inlet 10 of Figure 1. The introduction
opening 117 may be closed by a plug element 89, rep-
resented schematically in Figures 4 and 5. Furthermore,
the introduction opening 117 may have a screw portion
(not shown), for screwing a sample container (not shown
either), and/or may have reclosing means, for example
as described in detail hereinafter with reference to Fig-
ures 26-30. A lateral opening 118 may be arranged along-
side the introduction opening 117 to enable venting of
the extraction recess 83 during introduction of a sample
into the sample inlet 10.
[0053] The bottom portion of the extraction recess 83
is in fluidic connection with a coiled inlet fluidic recess
86, which extends on a first side (on the left in Figure 5)
of the extraction chamber 6 from the bottom portion as
far as near the top face 80C of the body 80 and then from
here as far as near the bottom face 80D, where a first
through hole 87 connects the first main face 80A to the
second main face 80B of the body 80. In practice, the
inlet fluidic recess 86 forms the inlet channel 13 of Figure
1. An output fluidic recess 88, also coiled, extends on a
second side of the extraction chamber 6 (on the right in
Figure 5), from the bottom portion as far as near the top
face 80C of the body 80 and then from here up to the
second valve hole 91, at an intermediate height with re-
spect to the cartridge 2. The second valve hole 91 is
vertically aligned (in the in-use position of the cartridge
2) to the first valve hole 90 and to the third valve hole 92,
which are arranged, respectively, above the second
valve hole 91 (near the top face 80C of the body 80) and
below the second valve hole 91. The first, second, and
third valve holes 90-92 connect the first main face 80A
to the second main face 80B of the body 80 and are
normally closed by respective shutters 140-142 repre-
sented in ghost view only in Figure 4. For instance, the
shutters 140-142 are elastic elements that undergo de-
formation under the action of an external magnetic field,
opening the respective valve holes 90-92, as described
in greater detail hereinafter with reference to Figures
38-44, and form, together with the respective valve holes
90-92, the valves 20-22 of Figure 1.
[0054] Here, the shutters 140-142 are of ferromagnetic
material deformable under the action of an external mag-
netic field from an undeformed position to a deformed
position.
[0055] The first valve hole 90 is fluidically connected
to the vent opening 6A of the extraction recess 83 through
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a first vent recess 95 formed on the first main face 80A,
and to an intermediate portion of the waste opening 85
through a first L-shaped fluidic recess 96 formed on the
face 81A of the first closing wall 81 (Figure 4) . In practice,
the first fluidic recess 96 has a first portion 96A that ex-
tends between the first and the second valve holes 90,
91, and a second portion 96B that extends between the
second valve hole 91 and the waste recess 85. In prac-
tice, the first vent recess 95 and the first fluidic recess 96
form the first pneumatic channel 16 of Figure 1. In addi-
tion, the second portion 96B of the first fluidic recess 96
forms, together with the output fluidic recess 88, the re-
agent-discharge channel 15 of Figure 1.
[0056] The output fluidic recess 88 is moreover con-
nected to the analysis recess 84 through a product recess
99 (having a first portion 99A, which extends on the first
main face 80A of the body 80, and a second portion 99B,
which extends on the face 81A of the first closing element
81, Figure 4) and a first pair of through holes 100A and
100B, which extend in the body 80. The first portion 99A
extends from the output fluidic recess 88 towards the top
face 80C of the body 80 and then downwards, towards
the bottom face 80D, to prevent the products extracted
from the sample to be transferred to the waste chamber
7, as explained hereinafter. In practice, the output fluidic
recess 88 and the product recess 99 form the product-
transfer channel 19 of Figure 1.
[0057] The third valve hole 92 is connected to the vent
opening 8A of the analysis recess 84 through a second
vent recess 101 and a second pair of through holes 102A,
102B. The second vent recess 101 has a first portion
101A extending on the first main face 80A of the body
80 and a second portion 101B extending on the face 81A
of the first closing element 81 (Figure 4).
[0058] A first cavity 104 (Figure 4) extends on the face
81A of the first closing wall 81 from the bottom face 2D
of the cartridge 2 up to a first chamber-like recess 105
facing the first through hole 87 (Figure 5). A second cavity
106 extends on the face 81A of the first closing wall 81
from the bottom face 2D of the cartridge 2 up to a second
chamber-like recess 107 where ends a second through
hole 108 formed in the body 80. The first cavity 104, the
first chamber-like recess 105, and the first through hole
87 form the fluidic inlet 11; the second cavity 106, the
second chamber-like recess 107, and the second
through hole 108 form the fluidic outlet 12 of Figure 1.
Gaskets 120, for example of rubber are inserted in the
cavities 105, 107 and hermetically seal the fluidic inlet
11 and the fluidic outlet 12 prior to insertion of the car-
tridge 2 in the control machine 3; the gaskets may be
easily be perforated by the needles 58 (Figures 2 and 3).
[0059] The second through hole 108 places the second
chamber-like recess 107 in fluidic communication with a
first end of a third vent recess 110, which has a first por-
tion 110A extending on the first main face 80A, partially
along the output fluidic recess 88, and a second portion
110B that extends on the first closing wall 81. A third
through hole 113 arranged in a middle area of the first

portion 110A of the third vent recess 110 connects the
third vent recess 110 to the third valve hole 92 through
a fourth vent recess 114, which extends on the face 81A
of the first closing element 81 (Figure 4). The first portion
110A of the third vent recess 110, the third through hole
113, the fourth vent recess 114, the second vent recess
101, and the second pair of through holes 102A, 102B,
form the second pneumatic channel 17 of Figure 1.
[0060] A fourth through hole 115 connects the first por-
tion 110A to the second portion 110B of the third vent
recess 110 (Figure 4); the second portion 110B of the
third vent recess 110 ends into a waste recess 85A on
the first closing wall 81. The waste recess 85A on the
first closing wall 81 is congruent with and faces the waste
opening 85 in the body 80 and forms with this, and with
the corresponding portion of the second closing wall 82,
the waste chamber 7 of Figure 1, as already mentioned.
The area where the second portion 110B of the third vent
recess 110 ends into the waste recess 85A thus forms
the vent opening 7A of the waste chamber 7, which is
set at the highest point (when the cartridge 2 is inserted
in the control machine 3) of the waste chamber 7, to en-
sure that the liquid cannot exit from the waste chamber
7. In practice, the second portion 110B of the third vent
recess 110, the fourth through hole 115, and the third
vent recess 110 form the vent channel 14 of Figure 1.
[0061] The waste opening 85 and the waste recess
85A are sized so that the waste chamber 7 has a greater
volume than all the spent reagents discharged therein,
as explained hereinafter.
[0062] In practice, the recesses, holes, and openings
83-117 in the cartridge 2 form the fluidic circuit 9 of Figure
1 and, as has been mentioned, are arranged so that the
displacement of the liquids and the corresponding dis-
placement of the air occur by exploiting the force of grav-
ity and a slight suction pressure applied on the fluidic
outlet 12 (recesses 106, 106A, 107, 107A), as described
in detail hereinafter with reference to Figures 7-10. In
particular, Figures 7-10 show the movement of fluids in
the body 80 in the successive operative steps. For greater
clarity, Figures 7-10 shows the body 80 in ghost view and
the fluidic structures of the first closing wall 81, irrespec-
tive whether the recesses, openings, and chambers are
arranged on the first main face 80A, on the second main
face 80B or on the first closing wall 81.
[0063] In detail, the cartridge 2 is inserted in the sup-
porting structure 28 so that the second closing wall 82
faces the turrets 64-65, and the analysis chamber 8 (con-
taining the assay reagents, for example, amplification re-
agents) faces the optical detector 37. The contacts 49
on the chip 48 thus are brought at the electrical-connec-
tion element 47 (Figure 1) on the control machine 3, thus
connecting the chip 48 to the control unit 35. During in-
sertion of the cartridge 2, the needles 58 perforate the
gaskets 120, thus connecting the fluidic inlet 11 and the
fluidic outlet 12 to the control machine 3. Then, a liquid
sample is introduced into the extraction chamber 6. The
liquid sample is introduced through the introduction open-
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ing 117, for example using a syringe (not shown), which
perforates (arrow 150 of Figure 7) the plug element 89.
Alternatively, a container (not shown), as described in
greater detail hereinafter with reference to Figures 31-37,
or a test tube plug may be screwed on the introduction
opening 117. In this step, all the valves 20-22 are closed,
and the pump 25 (Figure 1) is inactive. The liquid sample
accumulates by gravity on the bottom of the extraction
chamber 6 and fills it partially (typically, less than half full,
for example approximately one fifth). After introducing
the liquid sample, if necessary, the introduction opening
117 is reclosed.
[0064] Next, Figure 8, the preparation reagents are in-
troduced into the extraction chamber 6, and the nucleic
acids are extracted from the liquid sample in the extrac-
tion chamber 6.
[0065] To this end, the containers 46 (Figures 1-3) are
selectively connected in sequence, according to envis-
aged procedures, to the fluidic inlet 11 through the rea-
gent valves 53 and the first fluidic duct 54 (Figure 2). In
this step, the first valve 20 is opened, by causing defor-
mation of the first shutter 140 (Figure 4). In this way, the
top part of the extraction chamber 6 is connected to the
waste chamber 7 through the extraction vent opening
6A, the first vent recess 95, the first valve hole 90, and
the first fluidic recess 96, as indicated by the arrow 151.
Furthermore, the pump 25 is activated so as to generate
a suction pressure in the waste chamber 7, through the
fluidic outlet 12, the second chamber-like recess 107, the
second through hole 108, the third vent recess 110, the
fourth through hole 115, the second portion 110B of the
third vent recess 110, and the vent opening 6A, as indi-
cated by the arrow 152. In this way, the preparation re-
agents at the fluidic inlet 11 are lead, by the suction pres-
sure generated by the pump 25, towards the bottom part
of the extraction chamber 6, through the first chamber-
like recess 105 and the inlet fluidic recess 86, as indicated
by the arrow 153, and the air in the extraction chamber
6 can flow away from the top of the extraction chamber
6 towards the waste chamber 7.
[0066] After introducing the first preparation reagent,
namely, the lysis liquid, proper lysis is carried out in a per
se known manner.
[0067] During lysis, the anchor actuator 41 may be op-
erated to cause a repeated vertical movement and rota-
tion of the anchor 97 (Figure 4) in the extraction chamber
6 in order to stir and mix the lysis liquid (as well as of the
magnetic beads capturing the nucleic acids, as described
hereinafter with reference to Figures 45-47).
[0068] At the end of lysis, spent lysis reagents are dis-
charged into the waste chamber 7 (Figure 9). To this end,
the fluidic inlet 11 is connected to the external environ-
ment (by opening the ventilation valve 34 of the control
machine 3 and connection to the ventilation inlet 33A of
the machine, Figure 1), thus allowing the air to flow into
the cartridge 2 through the inlet fluidic recess 86 towards
the bottom end of the extraction chamber 6 (arrow 154).
In addition, the magnetic valve actuator 40 opens the

second valve 21 by causing deformation of the second
shutter 141 and freeing the second valve hole 91. The
bottom end of the extraction chamber 6 is thus connected
to the waste chamber 7 through the output fluidic recess
88 and the second portion 96B of the first fluidic recess
96 (arrow 155). Also in this step, the pump 25 is active
and generates a suction pressure in the waste chamber
7, through the fluidic outlet 12, the second chamber-like
recess 107, the second through hole 108, the third vent
recess 110, and the fourth through hole 115, as indicated
by the arrow 156. In this step, the blocking actuator 43
is activated and attracts the magnetic beads coupled to
the nucleic acids. The magnetic beads are generally al-
ready in the extraction chamber 6, having been intro-
duced in the manufacturing step, and are here contained
in the tablet 98 (Figure 4), which dissolves when the sam-
ple or the first lysis liquid is introduced in a per se known
manner. The separated nucleic acids are thus held in the
extraction chamber 6 by the magnetic attraction gener-
ated by the blocking actuator 43, whereas the spent lysis
reagents are drawn into the waste chamber 7 by the ac-
tion of the suction pressure generated by the pump 25
and the force of gravity. It is noted that, in this step, even
though the product recess 99 is free, the spent lysis re-
agents do not pass through it, since the first stretch there-
of is in a higher position than the second portion 96B of
the first fluidic recess 96 and as a result of the suction
pressure existing in the waste chamber 7. The air dis-
placed in the waste chamber 7 may be discharged out-
wards through the fluidic outlet 12.
[0069] Next, in a known manner, the nucleic acids are
flushed by introducing in sequence appropriate flushing
liquids supplied by the containers 46 (Figure 1), accord-
ing to the path indicated by the arrow 153 of Figure 8,
and subsequently discharging them, along the path indi-
cated by the arrow 156 of Figure 9, as described previ-
ously in detail for the lysis liquid. Also during the flushing
step, the anchor actuator 41 may be operated to obtain
stirring and mixing of the liquid and the magnetic beads.
In addition, the fluidic inlet 11 may be connected to the
ventilation inlet 33A of the control machine 3 (Figure 1)
by opening the ventilation valve 34, allowing the air to
flow into the cartridge 2 towards the bottom end of the
extraction chamber 6 through the inlet fluidic recess 86.
As described in detail with reference to Figures 48-49,
this enables bubbling of air in the extraction chamber 6
and re-mixing of the liquid and of the magnetic beads
present therein.
[0070] Flushing may comprise a number of cycles with
different liquids, in a per se known manner.
[0071] At the end of this step, only the nucleic acids
attached to the magnetic beads are present on the bottom
of the extraction chamber 6.
[0072] Next, the nucleic acids, by now purified, are elut-
ed via an expressly provided elution liquid. In this step,
the nucleic acids are separated from the magnetic beads
and dispersed in the elution liquid. In this step, air may
again be bubbled in the extraction chamber 6 to favour
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detachment, as discussed in greater detail hereinafter
with reference to Figures 48-49. Moreover, the anchor
actuator 41 may again be operated (Figures 2, 3A).
[0073] In Figure 10, the extracted nucleic acids and
the elution liquid are sent to the collector or analysis
chamber 8 by the action of the suction pressure gener-
ated by the pump 25 and the force of gravity. In this step,
the first and second valve holes 90, 91 are closed by the
corresponding shutters 140, 141 (by closing the first and
second valves 20, 21), and the third valve hole 92 is
opened by causing deformation of the third shutter 142
(by opening the third valve 22). Thus, the suction pres-
sure generated by the pump 25 causes suction of the
liquid on the bottom of the extraction chamber 6 and of
the extracted nucleic acids (which are no longer bound
to the magnetic beads) through the output fluidic recess
88, the product recess 99, and the first pair of through
holes 100A and 100B (arrow 157). In this step, the mag-
netic beads are withheld in the extraction chamber 6 by
the blocking actuator 43 (Figure 1). It is noted that, in this
step, closing of the second valve hole 91 prevents dis-
charge of the extracted nucleic acids into the discharge
chamber 7. Since the third valve 22 is open, the suction
pressure generated by the pump 25 also causes suction
and discharge of the air in the analysis collector/chamber
8 towards the fluidic outlet 12 of the cartridge 2 through
the second vent recess 101, the second pair of through
holes 102A, 102B, the second valve hole 92, the fourth
vent recess 114, the third through hole 113, third vent
recess 110, and the second chamber-like recess 107 (ar-
row 158).
[0074] In this step, the fluidic inlet 11 is connected to
the external environment and allows the air to flow into
the extraction chamber 6 as described above with refer-
ence to the arrow 154. Consequently, also in Figure 10,
the flow of air from the outside towards the extraction
chamber 6 is indicated by the arrow 154. The air intro-
duced from the fluidic inlet 11 then rises towards the top
part of the extraction chamber 6, facilitating displacement
of the liquid present on the bottom of the extraction cham-
ber 6 towards the extraction collector/chamber 8.
[0075] The nucleic acids are then transferred into the
analysis collector/chamber 8, from where they may be
recovered or where amplification of the nucleic acids and
their analysis may be carried out in a per se known man-
ner.
[0076] According to a different embodiment, the car-
tridge already contains the preparation reagents used in
the extraction chamber 6. In this case, the control ma-
chine 3 of Figures 1-3B is modified as shown in Figures
11-12, and the cartridge 2 of Figures 4-6 is modified as
shown in Figures 13-15. Thus, in Figures 11-15, ele-
ments that are the same as the ones described for the
embodiment of Figures 1-6 are designated by the same
reference numbers and the elements that are modified
are distinguished by prime signs.
[0077] In detail, Figures 11 and 12 show a system 1’
comprising a cartridge 2’ and a control machine 3’.

[0078] The control machine 3’ differs from the control
machine 3 of Figures 1-3B in that the actuator group 27’
further comprises a reagent actuator 160 facing the car-
tridge 2’. The reagent actuator 160 is controlled by the
control unit 35’.
[0079] Furthermore, the control machine 3’ differs from
the control machine 3 in that it does not carry any reagent-
supporting structure (45 in Figure 1) and thus does not
comprise reagent valves and the corresponding fluidic
duct (53 and 54 in Figure 1). Thus, in the control machine
3’ the first connection element 30A is connected only to
the ventilation inlet 33A. For the rest, the control machine
3’ may be the same as the control machine 3 of Figures
1-3.
[0080] As mentioned, the cartridge 2’ contains the
preparation reagents used for extracting the nucleic ac-
ids. To this end, the cartridge 2’ comprises a plurality of
reagent chambers 165 arranged on the second main face
80A’ of the body 80’ (Figure 15), connected to the fluidic
inlet 11 through respective reagent holes 167 traversing
the body 80’ and closed by one-shot valves 168 (Figure
13). The one-shot valves 168 are controlled by the rea-
gent actuator 160. For instance, the one-shot valves 168
may be plugs of wax or any other heat-meltable material,
as described in detail hereinafter with reference to Fig-
ures 20-25. In this case, the reagent actuator 160 may
comprise a plurality of melting elements 161 (Figure 12),
for example a plurality of LEDs that, when activated,
cause melting of the material of the one-shot valves 168
and opening of the corresponding reagent holes 167. In
Figure 12, the melting elements 161 are arranged on a
turret 166 and connected to the control unit 35 controlling
turning-on and -off of the melting elements 161.
[0081] As an alternative to the above, the reagent ac-
tuator 160 on the control machine 3’ may comprise just
one melting element 161, which can be displaced to a
position facing the one-shot valve 168 to be operated
each time, using a motor-and-worm mechanism similar
to that of the magnetic valve actuator 40.
[0082] Figures 13-15 show an embodiment of the
structure of the cartridge 2’ housing the reagent cham-
bers 165. As may be noted, the reagent chambers 165
are arranged on the second main face 80B’ of the body
80’, approximately behind the extraction chamber 6, are
closed at the back by the first closing wall 81’, are ar-
ranged contiguous to each other, are L-shaped, and are
separated from each other by container walls 169. The
reagent chambers 165 have respective ends, where the
reagent holes 167 open. The reagent holes 167 are thus
arranged vertically aligned to the inlet fluidic recess 86
and are closed by the one-shot valves 168 so as to sep-
arate the reagent chambers 165 from the inlet fluidic re-
cess 86 when the one-shot valves 168 are closed and to
be connected to the inlet fluidic recess 86 when the re-
spective one-shot valves 168 are opened.
[0083] In the embodiment of Figures 13-15, the fluidic
circuit 9’ of the cartridge 2’ is slightly modified with respect
to what described with reference to the cartridge 2 of
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Figures 4-6. In particular, the fluidic circuit 9’ is formed
by recesses, cavities, and holes, all extending in the body
80’ and closed on one side by the first closing wall 81’ or
the second closing wall 81’, 82’ according to whether they
are arranged on the first main face 80A’ or the second
main face 80B’ of the body 80.
[0084] Here (Figure 14), the fluidic inlet 11 is formed
by a first blind hole 170 (represented dashed), which ex-
tends from the bottom surface 80D’ and is connected to
the inlet fluidic recess 86 through an inlet hole 171. The
fluidic outlet 12 is here formed by a second blind hole
172 (also represented dashed), which extends from the
bottom surface 80D’ and is connected to the third vent
recess 110’ through a first communication hole 175. In
turn, the third vent recess 110’, similar to the third vent
recess 110 of the cartridge 2, extends vertically on the
first main face 80A’ of the body 80, here in proximity of
the second main face 80F’, and is connected in an inter-
mediate portion thereof to the third valve hole 92’ through
the third through hole 113’ and the fourth vent recess
114’ formed on the second main surface 80B’ of the body
80’ (Figure 15). In addition, the third vent recess 110’ is
connected, near its top end, to a second communication
hole 178, which connects the first main face 80A’ to the
second main face 80B’ of the body 80’, at the waste cham-
ber 7’.
[0085] The waste chamber 7’ (Figure 15) is formed by
a waste recess 85’ extending over a large part of the
second main face 80B’ of the body 80’, along the area
of the reagent chambers 165, and in fluidic communica-
tion with the first and second valve holes 90, 91. A first
partition wall 180 separates the waste chamber 7’ from
the fourth vent recess 114’ (and thus from the third valve
hole 92), and a second partition wall 181 separates the
waste chamber 7’ from the analysis recess 84’ (formed
on the first main face 80A’, Figure 14). The analysis re-
cess 84’ here has a parallelepipedal shape connected to
an analysis opening 84B extending through the body 80’.
[0086] Here, the product recess 99’ and the second
vent recess 101’ are formed completely on the first main
face 80A’ (Figure 15) and are in fluidic connection with
the analysis recess 84’ through a fourth communication
hole 100’ and a fifth communication hole 102’, respec-
tively, and the analysis opening 84B (Figures 14 and 15).
[0087] Operation of the system 1’ will be described
hereinafter with reference to Figures 16-19B.
[0088] In detail, the cartridge 2’ is inserted in the sup-
porting structure 28 so that the second, covering, wall
82’ faces the turrets 64-65 and the analysis chamber 8’
(containing the assay reagents) faces the optical detector
37. The contacts 49 on the chip 48 thus each a position
facing the electrical-connection element 47 (Figure 11)
on the control machine 3’, thus connecting the chip 48
to the control unit 35.
[0089] Also in this case, during insertion of the car-
tridge 2’, the needles 58 perforate the gaskets (not shown
since they are similar to the gaskets 120 of Figure 4) in
the blind holes 170, 172, thus connecting the fluidic inlet

11’ and the fluidic outlet 12’ to the control machine 3’.
[0090] Next (Figure 16), a liquid sample is introduced
into the extraction chamber 6 (arrow 200 of Figure 16)
by using a syringe or by screwing a container (not shown),
as described in greater detail hereinafter with reference
to Figures 31-37. In this step, all the valves 20-22 are
closed, and the pump 25 (Figure 11) is inactive.
[0091] Then (Figures 17A and 17B), the preparation
reagents are introduced into the extraction chamber 6.
To this end, the one-shot valves 168 are opened in the
sequence provided for by the respective reagent actua-
tors 160 (Figure 11); for example, they are melted by the
respective LEDs 161, as explained in detail with refer-
ence to Figures 20-25. Opening of each one-shot valve
(in Figure 17A, see the one-shot valve designated by
168A), and thus freeing of the respective hole 167, ena-
bles the liquid in the container 165 associated to the one-
shot valve 168A to flow towards the inlet fluidic recess
86 and from there into the extraction chamber 6, towards
its bottom end (arrow 201). Introduction of the lysis rea-
gents on the bottom of the extraction chamber 6 is thus
favoured by the force of gravity and by the presence of
the suction pressure generated by the pump 25.
[0092] In this step, the first valve hole 90 is opened by
causing deformation of the first shutter 140, thus con-
necting the top part of the extraction chamber 6 to the
waste chamber 7’ (arrow 203). Furthermore, the pump
25 is activated so as to generate a suction pressure in
the waste chamber 7’ through the fluidic outlet 12, the
second blind hole 172, the first communication hole 175,
the third vent recess 110’, and the second communica-
tion hole 178 (arrow 202), also favouring discharge of air
from the top part of the extraction chamber 6 (arrow 203).
[0093] After introducing the first preparation reagent,
namely, the lysis liquid, proper lysis is carried out in a per
se known manner.
[0094] During lysis, the anchor actuator 41 may be op-
erated to cause a repeated vertical movement and rota-
tion of the anchor 97 (Figure 4) in the extraction chamber
6 in order to stir and mix the lysis liquid and the magnetic
beads capturing the nucleic acids, as described with ref-
erence to Figures 45-47.
[0095] At the end of lysis, the spent lysis reagents are
discharged into the waste chamber 7’ (Figures 18A and
18B). To this end, the fluidic inlet 11 is connected to the
external environment (by opening the ventilation valve
34 of the control machine 3’ and connection to the ven-
tilation inlet 33A - Figure 11), allowing air to flow into the
cartridge 2’ towards the bottom end of the extraction
chamber 6 through the first blind hole 170, the inlet hole
171, and the inlet fluidic recess 86 (arrow 204). Further-
more, the magnetic valve actuator 40 (Figure 11) opens
the second valve 21 by causing deformation of the sec-
ond shutter 141, thus freeing the second valve hole 91.
The bottom end of the extraction chamber 6 is thus con-
nected to the waste chamber 7’ through the output fluidic
recess 88 (arrow 205). Also in this step, the pump 25 is
active and generates a suction pressure in the waste
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chamber 7’, through the fluidic outlet 12, the second blind
hole 172, the first communication hole 175, the third vent
recess 110’, and the second communication hole 178,
as indicated by arrow 206. In this step, the blocking ac-
tuator 43 is activated and attracts the magnetic beads
coupled to the nucleic acids. Also in this case, the mag-
netic beads may already be contained in the extraction
chamber 6. The nucleic acids are thus withheld in the
extraction chamber 6 by the magnetic attraction gener-
ated by the blocking actuator 43, whereas the spent lysis
reagents are drawn into the waste chamber 7’ by the
action of the suction pressure generated by the pump 25
and the force of gravity. The air displaced into the waste
chamber 7’ may be discharged towards the outside
through the fluidic outlet 12.
[0096] Then, in a known manner, the nucleic acids are
flushed by introducing in sequence appropriate flushing
liquids contained in the reagent chambers 165 according
to what described with reference to Figures 18A and 18B,
and by subsequently discharging them, along the path
indicated by arrow 205 of Figures 18A and 18B, as de-
scribed previously in detail for the lysis liquid. During
flushing, the anchor actuator 41 may be operated for stir-
ring and mixing the liquid and the magnetic beads. Fur-
thermore, the fluidic inlet 11 may be connected to the
ventilation inlet 33A of the control machine 3’ (Figure 12)
by opening the ventilation valve 34, thus allowing air to
flow into the cartridge 2’ towards the bottom end of the
extraction chamber 6 through the inlet fluidic recess 86,
enabling air bubbling in the extraction chamber 6 and
remixing of the liquid and of the magnetic beads therein.
[0097] Flushing may comprise a number of cycles with
different liquids, in a per se known manner.
[0098] At the end of this step, only the nucleic acids
attached to the magnetic beads step remain on the bot-
tom of the extraction chamber 6.
[0099] Next, the nucleic acids are eluted using a suit-
able elution liquid. In this step, the now purified nucleic
acids are separated from the magnetic beads and dis-
persed in the elution liquid. In this step, air may be bub-
bled again in the extraction chamber 6 to favour detach-
ment, as discussed in greater detail hereinafter with ref-
erence to Figures 48-49. Furthermore, the anchor actu-
ator 41 may again be operated.
[0100] In Figures 19A and 19B, the extracted nucleic
acids and the elution liquid are sent to the analysis cham-
ber 8’ by exploiting the suction pressure generated by
the pump 25 and the force of gravity. In this step, the first
and second valve holes 90, 91 are closed by the corre-
sponding shutters 140, 141, and the third valve hole 92
is opened by causing deformation of the third shutter 142.
The pump 25 is active and the generated suction pres-
sure causes suction of the liquid on the bottom of the
extraction chamber 6 and of the extracted nucleic acids
(no longer attached to the magnetic beads), through the
output fluidic recess 88, the product recess 99’, and the
fourth communication hole 100’ (arrow 207). In this step,
the magnetic beads are withheld in the extraction cham-

ber 6 by the blocking actuator 43 (Figure 12). It is noted
that, in this step, closure of the second valve hole 91
prevents discharge of the extracted nucleic acids into the
discharge chamber 7’. The suction pressure generated
by the pump 25 also causes suction and discharge of the
air in the analysis chamber 8’ towards the fluidic outlet
12 of the cartridge 2’ through the fifth communication hole
102’, the second vent recess 101’, the third valve hole
92, the fourth vent recess 114’, the third through hole
113’, the third vent recess 110’, and the second blind
hole 172 (arrow 208).
[0101] In this step, the fluidic inlet 11 is connected to
the external environment and allows air to flow into the
extraction chamber 6 as described above with reference
to the arrow 204. Consequently, in Figures 19A and 19B,
the flow of air from outside towards the extraction cham-
ber 6 is once again indicated by arrow 204. The air intro-
duced from the fluidic inlet 11 thus rises towards the top
of the extraction chamber 6, facilitating displacement of
the liquid on the bottom of the extraction chamber 6 to-
wards the analysis chamber 8’.
[0102] After transferring the nucleic acids into the anal-
ysis chamber 8’, the amplification of the nucleic acids
and their analysis is carried out in a per se known manner.
[0103] As an alternative to what shown and described,
instead of having gaskets 120 in the cavities 105, 107
(Figure 4) or in the blind holes 170, 172 (Figure 14), the
fluidic connection to the connectors 30A, 30B may be
similar to the connection of printer cartridges to the print-
er. In particular, on the cartridge side 2, 2’ a self-closing
connection element formed by a spring may press a plug
on a rubber part functioning as gasket. On the instrument
side, just a small cannula may be present, of dimensions
compatible with the rubber part, which, during connec-
tion, presses the plug, thus compressing the spring.
[0104] In the cartridges 2 and 2’, the shape and exact
arrangement of the fluidic channels, the holes, and the
communication openings may vary. For instance, in the
cartridge 2 of Figures 4-6, they may be formed only in
the body 80, and the first closing wall 81 may be simply
a smooth plate similar to the cartridge 2’ of Figures 13-15.
[0105] The position of the channels and recesses on
the first main face and/or on the second main face 80A,
80B, 80A’, 80B’ of the body 80, 80’ may vary and com-
prise a number of stretches formed either on the first
main face 80A, 80A’, or on the second main face 80B,
80B’ of the body 80, 80’ or on both of the main faces 80A,
80B, 80A’, 80B’.
[0106] In the cartridge 2’ of Figures 11-19B, the rea-
gent holes 167 are initially closed and are opened only
when the respective containers 165 are connected to the
extraction chamber 6, without any need to be closed
again subsequently. The same applies to the third valve
hole 92 (in both of the embodiments), which is closed
until the extracted nucleic acids are transferred into the
collector 8, 8’.
[0107] The above holes may then be closed using one-
shot valves, in an inexpensive and simple way. In partic-
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ular, according to one aspect of the present description,
the one-shot valves are of a material such as to be solid
at room temperature and to dissolve when heated, for
example using LEDs.
[0108] Described hereinafter are possible implemen-
tations of one-shot valves that may be used in a fluidic
circuit for sample preparation cartridges.
[0109] For use in LOC devices, it is desirable for the
one-shot valves to be inexpensive but reliable, also over
time, hermetically separating two parts of a duct or of a
hole. Furthermore, they have be made of materials that
are compatible with the samples and the used reagents
and should not contaminate the liquids.
[0110] Figures 20-25 show various embodiments of a
one-shot valve 209, which may advantageously be used
in a LOC device, for example in the cartridge 2 and 2’ of
Figures 1-19, and has the desired characteristics referred
to above. For instance, the one-shot valve 209 may be
used as the one-shot valves 168 of the cartridge 2 (shown
in Figure 13) and/or the third valve 22 of both of the car-
tridges 2 and 2’ (Figures 5 and 13).
[0111] According to Figure 20A, the one-shot valve 209
comprises a duct 210 in a valve body 211 and an ob-
struction mass 212.
[0112] In particular, the obstruction mass 212 is of wax
or other inert material that is solid at room temperature
or in any case at the operative temperature, but melts
easily and in a controlled way at low temperature. For
instance, instead of wax, paraffin or other solid fat may
be used, such as cocoa butter, or a gel, such as hydrogel
or organogel. Alternatively, the obstruction mass 212
may be formed by a piece of aluminium. In general, the
obstruction mass 212 may be of a material that melts at
temperatures higher than 60°C and is inert with respect
to the liquids and to the chemical reactions in the valve
body 211. The materials referred to above, in particular
wax, are suitable to this end, since they are inert with
respect to many chemical reactions, such as those en-
visaged for LOC application, and thus the contact be-
tween the obstruction mass 212 and the liquid in the valve
body 211 does not cause any contamination.
[0113] The obstruction mass 212, in the solid state
shown in Figure 20A, has an outer shape corresponding
to that of the duct 210, and dimensions such as to obstruct
the latter completely, at a section or lumen 210A thereof
(also referred to hereinafter as obstruction section). The
obstruction mass 212 thus separates, in the solid state,
an upstream portion 210B of the duct 210 from a down-
stream portion 210C and forms a plug.
[0114] It is noted that the obstruction section 210A of
the duct 210 may also be a hole extending through a wall
and communicating two portions of duct that extend on
opposite sides of the wall, as, for example, in the case
of the cartridge 2, 2’ of Figures 1-19.
[0115] In use, in order to open the one-shot valve 209,
the obstruction mass 212 is heated and melted until it
becomes liquid. In this way, it undergoes deformation
and at least partially frees the previously obstructed ob-

struction section 210A (see Figure 20B, where the ob-
struction mass is melted and is referred to hereinafter as
melted mass 212’). To this end, a radiating source 213,
for example a LED or a laser, in particular of an integrated
type, is advantageously provided on the inside or on the
outside of the valve body 211. When the obstruction mass
212 is of aluminium, the radiating source may be a laser
source capable of forming a hole enabling passage of
the liquid. Advantageously, the radiating source 213 is
focused on the obstruction mass 212 to provide the de-
sired melting energy.
[0116] In this way, the obstruction mass 212, which in
Figure 20A obstructs the duct 210, blocking a liquid (des-
ignated as a whole by 214) in the upstream portion 210B
of the duct 210, in the molten condition (Figure 20B) frees
at least in part the section 210A. The liquid 214 may thus
pass into the downstream portion 210C, according to the
arrow 215. To this end, the liquid 214 is subject to a force
acting in the direction of arrow 215. For instance, a suc-
tion pressure generated by a suction pump (for example,
the pump 25 of Figures 1, 2, 11, and 12) may be applied
to the downstream portion 210C of the duct, or a pressure
acting in the direction of the arrow 215 (not shown) may
be applied to the upstream portion 210B; alternatively,
another force may be used, for example the force of grav-
ity or capillarity, with appropriate arrangement, in use, of
the duct 210 in the valve body 211.
[0117] Figures 21A and 21B show an implementation
of the one-shot valve 209, wherein, in order to limit the
contact between the melted mass 212’ and the liquid 214,
the duct 210 has a collection recess 216, extending trans-
versely to the duct 210 in the obstruction section 210A.
In this case, the obstruction mass 212 (in the non-molten
state of Figure 21A) has dimensions such as, and is ar-
ranged so as, to close the inlet area of the collection
recess 216. In particular, it has a length, in the longitudinal
direction of the duct 210, and a width, in the direction
perpendicular to the drawing sheet, larger than the cor-
responding dimensions of the collection recess 216. The
collection recess 216 may be a blind hole, arranged at a
lower height (in the use position of the valve body 211)
than the obstruction mass 212, or by a peripheral cavity,
extending over part or all of the periphery of the obstruc-
tion section 210A of the duct 210, including a bottom area.
[0118] When, in use, a melting energy is applied to the
one-shot valve 209 and the obstruction mass 212 melts
and becomes fluid, it may penetrate into the recess 210
by the force of gravity or by capillarity, as shown in Figure
21B, freeing completely or to a large extent the obstruc-
tion section 210A and opening the one-shot valve 209.
[0119] In this case, for example by applying, at appro-
priate instants, the force 215, movement of the liquid 214
may be controlled so as to occur only after the melted
mass 212’ has completely gathered in the collection re-
cess 216 and has re-solidified, thus reducing to a mini-
mum contact with the liquid 214.
[0120] Collection of the melted mass 212’ within the
collection recess 216 may be favoured if the obstruction
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mass 212 contains magnetically sensitive material, for
example a ferromagnetic material, such as iron filings,
and by applying a magnetic field from outside. In this
case, movement of the melted mass 212’ away from the
obstruction section 210A may be controlled from outside
through a magnetic actuator.
[0121] For instance, Figure 22 shows a variant wherein
the duct 210 has a discharge branch 217 that branches
off from the duct 210, downstream or upstream of the
obstruction section 210A, and here extends upwardly (in
the use position of the valve body 211). Alternatively, the
discharge branch 217 may be arranged, in use, at a lower
height than the downstream section 210C of the duct
210. The discharge branch 217 may be closed, as the
collection recess 216 of Figures 21A, 21B.
[0122] A magnetic actuator 220, external to the one-
shot valve 209, shown schematically in Figure 22, may
be activated simultaneously or immediately after appli-
cation of radiant energy to the obstruction mass 212. As
soon as the latter melts and forms the melted mass 212’,
no longer obstructing the obstruction section 210A, the
magnetic actuator 220, which attracts the ferromagnetic
beads in the melted mass 212’, may be displaced along
the discharge branch 217 (arrow 218), causing displace-
ment of the melted mass 212’ inside and along the dis-
charge branch 217 as far as the tank (not shown). In-
stead, the liquid 214 is drawn along the duct 210 as a
result of the suction pressure (arrow 215). In this way,
thanks also to the force of gravity, separation of the liquid
in the duct 210 and of the melted mass 212’ is ensured.
[0123] Figures 23A and 23B show an embodiment
wherein the valve body 211 is transparent, and a meas-
uring device 219 is arranged along the channel 210 in
the obstruction section 210A, on the side opposite to the
radiating source 213.
[0124] For instance, the measuring device 219 may be
a photodetector element, such as a photodetector tran-
sistor or diode, and an associated circuit, which that
measures the amount of current flowing in the photode-
tector element, in a per se known manner.
[0125] In this case, when the obstruction mass 212,
which is not transparent, is arranged in the obstruction
section 210A (Figure 23A), the measuring device 219
detects only the environmental brightness (in this step,
the radiating source 213 is also off). After activation of
the radiating source 213, the measuring device 219
measures in any case a low amount of light, since the
majority of light emitted by the radiating source 213 is
intercepted by the obstruction mass 212, which is
opaque. Only after the obstruction mass 212 has melt
and the obstruction section 210A is freed, the light emit-
ted by the radiating source 213 can be detected by the
measuring device 219, which detects a maximum bright-
ness condition, corresponding to the valve-open condi-
tion.
[0126] In this way, it is possible to monitor proper op-
eration of the valve 209 both in the closed state (obstruc-
tion mass in the obstruction section 210A) and in the

open state (melted mass 212’ not occupying the obstruc-
tion section 210A).
[0127] In the embodiment of Figures 23A and 23B, the
obstruction mass 212 may contain dark colorants that
increase light absorption and speed up melting. In this
way, both a greater brightness difference between the
open and the closed conditions of the valve 209 and a
faster actuation are obtained.
[0128] The valve 209 of Figures 20-25 may be applied,
as has been mentioned, to a cartridge 2, 2’ of the type
described in Figures 1-19. As mentioned, in this case,
the valves 209 shown and described with reference to
Figures 20-25 form the one-shot valves 168 and/or the
third valve 22; the valve body 211 is formed by the body
80, 80’ of the cartridge 2, 2’; the radiating source 213 is
formed by the melting elements 161 (Figure 12); the ob-
struction section 210A forms the reagent holes 167 or
the third valve hole 92; the upstream section 210B is
formed by the reagent chambers 165 or by the fourth
vent recess 114, 114’ (Figure 6 and 15, respectively);
and the downstream section 210C is formed by the inlet
fluidic recess 86 or by the second vent recess 101, 101’
(Figures 5 and 14, respectively). This solution is shown
in Figures 24 and 25, which show the arrangement of the
melting elements 161, 161’ on the turrets 160 and 160’,
respectively, for a plurality of melting elements 161 (Fig-
ure 24) or a single melting element 161’, which is verti-
cally mobile so as to face, each time, the one-shot valve
168 to be actuated (Figure 25) .
[0129] Hereinafter possible implementations of micro-
fluidic connectors that may be used in sample analysis
cartridges are described.
[0130] The sample preparation and analysis cartridges
are disposable units and, for their use, are connected to
machines that generally contain the re-usable parts of
the preparation and analysis system, including actuators
and control equipment. Connection between a cartridge
and the corresponding machine, enabling exchange of
liquids and pneumatic fluids, is obtained through connec-
tors that have the aim of enabling passage of the fluids
hermetically with respect to the external environment.
[0131] For microfluidic application, it is thus desirable
to have a microfluidic connector, usable for connecting
a cartridge and a control machine that is simple to use,
safe, fluid-tight, and may be manufactured using large-
scale and low-cost industrial processes. Frequently, it is
moreover required for the connector to be able to ensure
fluid-tightness of at least one of the two parts, even after
detachment.
[0132] Figures 26-30 show embodiments of a connec-
tor group 221 that may advantageously be used in a LOC
device, for example in the cartridges 2 and 2’ of Figures
1-19, and that has the above desired characteristics.
[0133] In detail, according to Figure 26, the connector
group 221 comprises a male connector 222 and a female
connector 223. They may both be either of a disposable
or of a non-disposable type, even though generally the
female connector 223 is of a disposable type.
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[0134] In the considered example, the male connector
222 comprises a support 225, for example of plastic or
steel, and a needle 226, generally of steel.
[0135] The support 225 may have any shape, accord-
ing to the application. Typically, it is formed by a hollow
cup-shaped body, having first mounting means 225A (for
example, external screw means), for attaching it to a fixed
supporting structure 227, and second mounting means
225B, bonded, for example welded, to a fluidic line 228.
For instance, in the case of the machine 3 or 3’ of Figures
1 and 11, the support 225 may be a cup-shaped plastic
body, screwed on the plate 51 of the machine 3, 3’ (Figure
2) and glued or welded to a tubular duct portion that forms
or is connected to the ventilation line 33, to the first fluidic
duct 54, and/or to the pneumatic duct 55 (which form the
fluidic line 228).
[0136] The needle 226, which has a generally cylindri-
cal shape, is similar to hypodermic needles and thus has
a smooth lateral surface, with very limited roughness so
that it is unlikely to trap harmful agents. Furthermore, the
needle 226 has a supporting end 226A, bonded, for ex-
ample welded or glued, to the support 225, and a tip end
226B, which is sharp and pointed. The needle 226 is
hollow and has an injection channel 230 longitudinally
extending from the supporting end 226A up to a lateral
opening 230A. The injection channel 230 thus opens lon-
gitudinally with respect to the needle 226 towards the
inside of the support 225 and is in fluidic connection,
through the support 225, with the fluidic line 228. The
lateral opening 230A of the injection channel 230 is ar-
ranged alongside the needle 226 near the tip 226A. Thus,
the tip 226A of the needle 226 is closed and not perfo-
rated.
[0137] The fluidic line 228 is generally connected to a
fluid actuator (not shown), which can be operated man-
ually or automatically, such as a piston mobile in the sup-
port 225 or an external pump that generates a positive
or negative pressure within the support 225, or some
other actuator.
[0138] The female connector 223 comprises a contain-
ment body 235 forming a connector chamber 236 hous-
ing a gasket 240. The female connector 223 may be of
plastic, for example as discussed below with reference
to Figure 28.
[0139] In the shown embodiment, the containment
body 235 has a generally parallelepipedal outer shape
with two opposite lateral faces, designated by 235A and
235B in Figure 26, which have, respectively, a needle-
entry hole 241 and a fluid opening 242, typically not
aligned with each other. The outer shape of the contain-
ment body 235 and the position of the needle-entry hole
241 and of the fluid opening 242 may, however, vary,
according to the application; for example, the contain-
ment body 235 may form part of a more complex struc-
ture, for instance of the cartridge 2 or 2’ of Figures 4-6
and 13-15, as discussed hereinafter.
[0140] The needle-entry hole 241 extends between the
lateral face 235A of the containment body 235 and the

connector chamber 236 and is shaped to facilitate intro-
duction of the needle 226. Instead, the fluid opening 242
is connected to the connector chamber 236 with a duct
244, here L-shaped, which opens onto the connector
chamber 236 at a duct opening 244A. In particular, the
duct opening 244A is formed on a face of the connector
chamber 236 (duct face 236A) adjacent to the face - nee-
dle face 236B - where the needle-entry hole 241 opens.
Thus, the duct face 236A is not opposite to the needle
face 236B, for the reasons explained hereinafter.
[0141] The gasket 240 is cup-shaped with rectangular
base and rounded edges (Figure 27) and comprises a
sidewall 243A and a bottom wall 243B, which delimit a
gasket cavity 245. The gasket cavity 245 is faces the duct
face 236A of the connector chamber 236 and thus opens
towards the duct opening 244A, whereas its bottom wall
243B rests against the face of the connector chamber
236 opposite to the duct face 236A (the bottom face
236C). In some applications, the bottom wall 243B may
be missing.
[0142] According to an embodiment, the surface of the
gasket 240 facing the duct face 236A of the connector
chamber 236 has a projecting profile or step 246. The
projecting profile 246 surrounds the gasket cavity 245
and bears upon the duct face 236A of the connector
chamber 236. The rest of the surface of the gasket 240
facing the duct face 236A of the connector chamber 236
thus forms a peripheral lowered portion 247 surrounding
the projecting profile 246. In this way, the gasket 240
does not rest with its entire top surface against the duct
face 236A of the connector chamber 236, thereby in-
creasing the pressure exerted by the gasket 240 on the
duct face 236A (for a same force), and thus has an ex-
cellent tightness even in case of not perfectly flat surfaces
of the containment body 235 or of the projecting profile
246 (for example, having a certain degree of roughness).
[0143] The material of the gasket 240 is typically rub-
ber, for example silicone rubber, thereby the gasket 240
has a high elasticity, may be easily perforated by the
needle 226, has a hardness such as to withstand multiple
needle insertion and extraction cycles, has a good seal
around the hole where the needle is introduced, and is
chemically inert with respect to the substances injected
or drawn off. Typically, the material of the gasket 240 has
a value on the Shore-A scale comprised between 15 and
45 Shore A, for example 20 Shore A. Other materials
suitable for the gasket 240 are, for example, fluorosili-
cone (with a hardness of between 30 and 80 Shore A)
and neoprene (with a hardness of between 20 and 90
Shore A).
[0144] The female connector 223 may be manufac-
tured by injection co-moulding enabling moulding of plas-
tic (to form the containment body 235) and rubber (to
form the gasket 240), using various channels for injection
into a same mould, or a multiphase injection process, or
by any other moulding method known in the art, so as to
form the gasket 240 directly in the containment body 235.
[0145] Alternatively, the containment body 235 may be
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made of two distinct parts, bonded together after insertion
of the gasket 240, as shown in Figure 28. Here, the con-
tainment body 235 is formed by a housing portion 250
and a lid 251. The housing portion 250 is, for example,
of moulded plastic material and houses the connector
chamber 236, the duct portion 244 and the needle-entry
hole 241. The lid 251 is, for example, formed by a plane
plate, also of plastic material. The housing portion 250
and the lid 251 are bonded together using any suitable
technique, for example hot rolling or a thermal and/or
pressure process.
[0146] With the embodiment of Figure 28, prior to as-
sembling the female connector 223, the projecting profile
246 of the rubber gasket 240 may have a slightly greater
height than the connector chamber 236. In particular, as
shown in Figure 28, the connector chamber 236 may
have a slightly lower depth dh than the maximum height
dr1 of the gasket 240 at the projecting profile 246. In this
case, the height dr2 of the gasket 240 at the lowered
portion 247 may be slightly lower than the depth dh of
the connector chamber 236.
[0147] For instance, for a connector chamber 236 hav-
ing a volume of 120-130 ml, and the gasket cavity 245
having a volume of 10-20 ml, dh may be 2.95 mm, dr1
may be 3 mm, and dr2 may be 2.9 mm.
[0148] For the embodiment of Figure 28, the female
connector 223 is assembled by introducing the gasket
240 into the connector chamber 236, with the top surface
of the gasket 240 (formed by the projecting profile 246
and the lowered portion 247) against the duct face 236A
of the connector chamber 236, and thus with the gasket
cavity 245 facing the duct face 236A. In addition, part of
the sidewall 243A of the gasket 240 arranges adjacent
and contiguous to the needle face 236B of the connector
chamber 236 to close the needle-entry hole 241. Then,
the lid 251 is bonded to the containment body 235. In this
step, the projecting profile 246 of the gasket 240 is slightly
compressed, thus ensuring perfect adherence of the gas-
ket 240 to the duct face 236A of the connector chamber
236 and interference seal. The presence of the lowered
portion 247 enables possible deformation of the project-
ing profile 246 and lateral widening thereof, if necessary.
[0149] In use (Figure 29), the needle 226 of the male
connector 222 is introduced into the needle-entry hole
241, which functions as insertion guide, and perforates
the sidewall 243A of the gasket 240 until it penetrates
into the gasket cavity 245. Then a fluid, either a liquid or
a gas, may be injected by the needle 226 towards the
duct portion 244 (as indicated by the arrow 248) or, vice
versa, drawn from the fluid opening 242, through the duct
portion 244, the gasket cavity 245, and the needle 226,
as far as the support 225.
[0150] The connector group 221 is thus shaped to en-
sure a perfect seal during the steps of suction/injection
of a fluid. In fact, the overlaying of the materials (harder
material for the containment body 235 on the duct face
236A of the connector chamber 236, softer material for
the gasket 240, and harder material for the containment

body 235 on the bottom of the connector chamber 236)
ensures hermetic sealing of the gasket 240 in a lasting
way. In particular, the projecting profile 246 causes a
mechanical compressive stress in the area (around the
duct opening 244A of the duct 244) where hermetic seal-
ing is required, without requiring a perfect adhesion over
the entire surface of the gasket 240, which is more difficult
to guarantee in a perfect way in each point of the entire
surface of the connector chamber 236, in case of intrinsic
defectiveness of the material, such as surface rough-
ness.
[0151] Furthermore, the arrangement of the needle-
entry hole 241 on the needle face 236B, adjacent, and
not opposite, to the duct face 236A of the connector
chamber 236 (at the duct opening 244A) contributes to
tightness of the connector group 221 during injection and
suction. It moreover facilitates manufacture of the female
connector 223, in the case of production in two pieces
since the gasket cavity 245 is simply closed by bonding
the lid 251 to the containment body 235 (Figure 28).
[0152] During introduction of the needle 226, thanks
to the closed shape of its tip 226B and the transverse
arrangement of its lateral opening 230A, the needle 226
does not cause detachment of any portion of the gasket
240 (thus preventing the risk of core drilling) and thus
does not create swarf that might enter the needle 226 or
penetrate into the fluidic circuit connected to the connec-
tor group 221 and block the fluid flow.
[0153] With the solution shown in Figures 24-27, the
female connector 223 is intrinsically sealed since the rub-
ber of the gasket 240 is self-sealing and thus ensures
tightness even when the female connector 223 is sepa-
rated from the male connector 222 (when the needle 226
is extracted). When it is necessary to ensure tightness
on the male connector 222 after extraction of the needle
226, it is possible to arrange a microfluidic valve of any
type upstream of the needle 226, as represented with a
dashed line and designated by 254 in Figure 29.
[0154] As referred to above, the connector group 221
may be used in the system 1 and 1’ according to Figures
1-19. In particular, the connector group 221 may form
the connection element 30A and the fluidic inlet 11 or the
connection element 30B and the fluidic outlet 12, with
the corresponding gaskets 120, of the system 1 or 1’ of
Figures 1 and 11.
[0155] For instance, Figure 30 shows the cartridge 2’
used in the system of Figure 11 and shown in detail in
Figures 13-15. In this case, the containment body 235 is
formed by the cartridge 2’, the connector chamber 236
is formed by one of the blind holes 170, 172, the gasket
240 forms the gasket 120 of Figure 13, the duct 244 forms
the inlet fluidic recess 86 or the third vent recess 110’,
and the duct opening 244A of the duct 244 forms the inlet
hole 171 or the first communication hole 175. Further-
more, the support 225 may be formed by the plate 51
(Figure 2), and the needle 226 may form one of the nee-
dles 58 of the connection element 30A or 30B. Further-
more, the housing portion 250 (Figure 28) may be formed
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by the body 80’ of the cartridge 2’, and the lid 251 may
be formed by the first closing wall 81 (Figure 13).
[0156] Likewise, for the cartridge 2 of Figures 4-6, the
connector chamber 236 forms the chamber-like recesses
105, 107, the needle-entry hole 241 forms the cavities
104, 106, and the duct opening 244A of the duct 244
forms the through holes 87, 108.
[0157] Hereinafter, possible implementations of con-
tainers for gathering samples, also defined as test tubes,
are described.
[0158] Microfluidic devices of a LOC type, to be able
to carry out sample analysis, have an inlet for introducing
a sample to be treated and analysed. In these devices,
it is desirable that loading is safe and avoids any possi-
bility of cross-contamination, i.e., any type of contamina-
tion of the sample by the operator performing the loading
and any type of contamination of the operator by the ma-
terial of the sample. It is moreover desirable that loading
is simple and does not require particular skills or attention
by the operator to enable execution of a wide range of
analyses, without any need for skilled persons.
[0159] To this end, it is advantageous to use a contain-
er that is easy to attach to the microfluidic device, enables
easy introduction of samples, is transportable, prevents
any contamination, enables introduction of small
amounts of liquids to be analysed, entailing minimum in-
vasiveness for the patient, and has a low cost.
[0160] Figures 31-37 show various embodiments of
containers 260 that may advantageously be used in a
LOC device, for example in the cartridge 2, 2’ of Figures
1-19, and that have the desired characteristics referred
to above. For instance, the container 260 may co-operate
with the sample inlet 10 of Figure 4 or Figure 9, as ex-
plained in detail hereinafter.
[0161] According to Figure 31, the container 260 com-
prises a tubular body 262 and a lid 263 and is designed
to be attached to a container support 261.
[0162] The tubular body 262 is typically of plastic, for
example polyethylene terephthalate, and is substantially
vial-shaped, with a tubular wall 262A, a bottom end 262B
having a tapered shape, and an open top end 262C.
Here, the terms "bottom" and "top" refer to the use posi-
tion of the container 260.
[0163] The bottom end 262B is closed by a perforable
wall 262D, which may be a single piece with the tubular
wall 262A and is configured to be easily perforated. In
this case, the perforable wall 262D is of the same material
as the tubular wall 262A, but thinner. For instance, typical
thicknesses of the tubular wall 262A and of the perforable
wall 262D are, respectively, 1 mm and from 0.1-0.3 mm.
Alternatively, the perforable wall 262D may be of a softer
material than the tubular wall 260A, for example rubber.
[0164] The tubular body 262 has a blocking structure
here formed by a first seal ring 264 slid on the tubular
wall 262A. The first seal ring 264 is of elastomeric mate-
rial, for example Viton, and may co-operate with a cor-
responding stop 265 on the container support 261, as
explained below. In this case, the blocking structure 264

also functions as a sealing structure and prevents, in the
event of leakage during or after perforation of the per-
forable wall 262D, part of the analysed sample from pos-
sibly escaping into the external environment.
[0165] Alternatively, the blocking structure may be
made in any other way, for example as peripheral pro-
jection that hooks onto a corresponding attachment por-
tion on the container support 261 or that snaps into a
cavity or behind a projection on the container support
261.
[0166] Moreover, the tubular body 262 has a guide
structure 266, for proper insertion of the container 260
into the container support 261. Here, the guide structure
266 of the container 260 is formed by a peripheral ribbing
(which, for reasons of simplicity, is again designated by
266) that projects from the tubular wall 262A near the
bottom end 262B, and thus lower down (in the use posi-
tion) than the first seal ring 264. The peripheral ribbing
266 may be just one and extend over all or over a major
part of the circumference of the tubular wall 262A, or be
formed by a plurality of portions (at least two) arranged
radially at a distance from each other.
[0167] The peripheral ribbing 266 has a certain elas-
ticity to be able to undergo deformation and overcome
the stop 265 on the container support 261 (as explained
below). The ribbing may have a triangular or trapezoidal
cross-section, with a bottom surface 266A (closer to the
bottom end 262B) with oblique orientation in order to fa-
cilitate introduction thereof into the container support
261, and a top surface 266B (facing the top end 262C of
the tubular wall 262) that is substantially perpendicular
to the tubular wall 262 in order to block the tubular body
262 vertically in the container support 261 after insertion,
as explained in greater detail hereinafter. Alternatively,
the peripheral ribbing 266 may be relatively stiff, and the
stop 265 may be more elastic. According to another pos-
sibility still, both the peripheral ribbing 266 and the stop
265 may be elastic.
[0168] The tubular body 262 further has lid attachment
means 263, here formed by a thread 269 external to the
tubular wall 262A and arranged near the top end 262C.
The top end 262C of the tubular body 262 also has a lid-
guide structure 270, here formed by a guide tooth, which
extends in the tubular wall 262A. The guide tooth 270
may be just one and have a circumferential extension,
or be formed by a number of parts, as is clear to the
person skilled in the art.
[0169] The lid 263, which is typically of plastic material,
for example the same plastic material as the tubular body
262 (polyethylene terephthalate), comprises a base por-
tion 263A, a screwing portion 263B, and a plug portion
263C. In detail, the base portion 263A has a flat cylindrical
shape and is typically designed to close the top end 262C
of the tubular body 262, the screwing portion 263B has
the shape of a cylindrical wall projecting peripherally from
the base portion 263A, and the plug portion 263C extends
centrally from the base portion 263A on the same side
as the screwing portion 263B. The screwing portion 263B
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internally has a structure for fixing to the tubular body,
here a counterthread 271, designed, in use, to be
screwed on the thread 269 of the tubular body 262. Thus,
the screwing portion 263 has an internal diameter slightly
greater than the external diameter of the tubular wall
262A and, in the closed condition of the container 260,
extends outside the tubular wall 262A. The plug portion
263C has a cylindrical shape, here full, with a slightly
smaller diameter than an internal diameter of the tubular
wall 262A so as enable it to be fitted in the top end 263C
of the tubular body 262 when the lid 263 is screwed ther-
eon.
[0170] In addition, the plug portion 263C has a greater
height (in the longitudinal direction of the tubular body
262) than the screwing portion 263B, for the reasons ex-
plained below. Furthermore, the plug portion 263 carries
a second seal ring 272 slid on the plug portion 263 that
has an external diameter substantially equal to or slightly
greater than the internal diameter of the tubular wall 262A
so as to seal hermetically the inside of the tubular body
262.
[0171] The container support 261 is designed to re-
ceive the bottom end 263B of the tubular body 262 and
fluidically connect the inside of the container 260 to a
fluidic circuit, as shown in Figures 32A and 32B.
[0172] The container support 260 is here formed by a
cylindrical wall 275 with a circular base extending from
a connection portion 277 fixed to, for example integral
to, a LOC device, such as the cartridge 2 or 2’ of Figures
4-6 and 13-15, at the sample inlet 10, and has a container-
introduction end 275A. The container support 261 may
be a single piece with the connection portion 277 or may
be manufactured separately and bonded, for example
glued or fluidically connected by any type of stable sealed
connection. Near the connection portion 277, the con-
tainer support 261 has an own guide structure 276 in-
tended to couple with the guide structure of the container
260. In the considered example, the guide structure 276
of the container support 261 is formed by an internal
thread (which, for reasons of simplicity, is once again
designated by 276), intended to engage the peripheral
ribbing 266 of the container 260. Furthermore, near its
container-introduction end 275A, the cylindrical wall 275
of the container support 260 has the stop 265 referred
to above that is designed to co-operate with the first seal
ring 264, for blocking the container 260 in use (Figures
32A and 32B). The stop 265 may comprise, for example,
an internal peripheral projection, formed near the con-
tainer-introduction end 275A of the cylindrical wall 275.
The stop 265 advantageously has an inclined top surface
265A to facilitate passage of the peripheral ribbing 266
of the tubular body 262 and of the first seal ring 264 during
introduction of the container 260, and a bottom surface
265B, perpendicular to the cylindrical wall 275, to prevent
exit of the first seal ring 264 after it has overcome the
stop 265. In this step, as mentioned, the peripheral rib-
bing 266 of the tubular body 262 and the first seal ring
264 undergo elastic deformation, to overcome the stop

265.
[0173] As an alternative to what shown, the guide
structure 276 of the container support 261 may be ar-
ranged near the container-introduction end 275A, and
the stop 265 may be arranged between the guide struc-
ture 276 of the container support 261 and the connection
portion 277.
[0174] The connection portion 277 has, at the centre
of the container support 261, a perforation structure 278
projecting towards the inside of the cylindrical wall 275
of the container support 261. The perforation structure
278 is hollow, has a pointed shape, and is in fluidic con-
nection with a fluid-communication line 279 formed in the
connection portion 277.
[0175] In use, prior to bonding the container 260 to the
container support 261, the tubular body 262 is filled with
a sample to be analysed. Filling may be carried out in
different ways: for example using an external pipette or
as described below with reference to Figures 33-35.
When it is filled using a pipette (not shown), after filling,
the lid 263 is screwed on the tubular body 262. In this
case, since, during screwing, the plug portion 263C fits
and extends into the tubular wall 262A, it causes an over-
pressure within the container 260, which facilitates sub-
sequent transfer of liquid. In this step, the second seal
ring 272 seals the sample in the container 260 (Figure
32A) from the external environment.
[0176] Then, the container 260 is inserted and screwed
into the container support 261, here through the engage-
ment of the peripheral ribbing 266 of the tubular body
262 with the internal thread 276 of the container support
261. Screwing ensures a correct guide and exact posi-
tioning of the container 260, and in particular of the per-
forable wall 262D, which, during screwing, is thus easily
perforated by the perforation structure 278 (Figure 23B).
At the end of insertion of the container 260, the first seal
ring 264 blocks the container 260 in position inside the
container support 261, preventing extraction thereof, and
ensures that the sample does not spill out, as explained
above.
[0177] The liquid in the container 260 may thus flow
into the fluid-communication line 279, as indicated by ar-
row 280, thanks to the overpressure generated by the
plug portion 263C, as explained above, and possibly aid-
ed by gravity.
[0178] Figure 33 shows a container 260 enabling a dif-
ferent method for loading the sample, which may advan-
tageously be used for sampling blood from a patient.
Here, the lid 263 is connected to a catheter 283, or other
cannula or tube. In particular, the catheter 283 has a first
end 283A connected, for example, to a sampling needle
284, possibly through a valve needle 285 (for example,
of a type common for blood sampling), and a second end
283B extending through the base portion 263A and the
plug portion 263C of the lid 263 and in fluidic connection
with the inside of the container 260.
[0179] In this way, once the sampling needle 284 has
been positioned in a blood vessel of a patient and the
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valve needle 285 has been opened, the difference in
pressure between the inside of the container 260 and the
blood vessel draws in the blood. Next, after closing the
valve needle 285, the container 260 is fitted into the con-
tainer support 261, perforating the perforable wall 262D
and enabling the blood to flow in the fluid-communication
line 279, as has been described above with reference to
Figures 32A and 32B. Alternatively, the container 260
may be inserted into the container support 261 prior to
sampling.
[0180] With the solution of Figure 33, it is advanta-
geous that the container 260 does not require opening
of the lid 263 to load the sample, to the advantage of
sterility of the system.
[0181] Figure 34 shows another way for loading the
container 260. Here, the lid 263 is not monolithic, but the
plug portion 263C has a core 287 of a perforable and re-
closable material, such as rubber, in particular silicone
rubber. The core 287 extends throughout the height of
the plug portion 263B and through the base portion 263A.
[0182] The core 287 can thus be easily perforated by
a filling needle 288 for injecting the sample into the con-
tainer 260. Then, the filling needle 288 is extracted. How-
ever, the elastic material of the core 287 ensures reclos-
ing of the injection hole, keeping the inside of the con-
tainer 260 sealed from the external environment.
[0183] The container 260 of Figure 35 enables sam-
pling and transferring a sample also of a solid type. Here,
the plug portion 263C of the lid 263 carries a rod 290
ending with a swab 291 of a type commonly used for
sampling solid material. Moreover, an elution liquid 293
is present within the container 260.
[0184] In this case, after sampling the solid material
with the swab 291, the lid 263 is screwed on the tubular
body 262, causing immersion of the taken solid sample
in the elution liquid 293. The solid material, thus dissolved
in the elution liquid 293, may be transported by the elution
liquid 293 to the fluid-communication line 279 (Figure 32)
after perforation of the perforable wall 262D.
[0185] Figure 36 shows the container 260 of Figure 31
applied to the cartridge 2 or 2’ of Figures 5-7 or 13-15.
Here, the cylindrical wall 275 of the container support
261 projects from the top face 80C, 80C’ of the body 80,
80’, as the perforation structure 278. In addition, the cy-
lindrical wall 275 and the perforation structure 278 are
one piece with the body 80, 80’. Here, the inside of the
perforation structure 278 is directly connected to the ex-
traction recess 83 through the introduction opening 117,
closed by the plug element 89. In a not shown manner,
the cylindrical wall 275 of the container support 261 may
be equipped with the guide structure 276 of the container
support 261, as for the container 260 of Figure 31.
[0186] In the embodiment of Figure 37, the container
support 261 has a support plug 295, of an incorporated
type, shown with a solid line in a closed position and with
a dashed line in the open position. The support plug 295,
which may be of the type used in test tubes, is here one
piece with the cylindrical wall 275 of the container support

261. Alternatively, the support plug 295 may be slid on
or otherwise coupled to the cylindrical wall 275 of the
container support 261. The support plug 295 comprises
a stem 296, which extends from the cylindrical wall 275,
and a cap 297. The stem 296 is flexible and forms a hinge
that enables opening and closing of the incorporated plug
by simply flipping over the cap 297, as shown in Figure
37 with a solid line (closed position) and with a dashed
line (open position). The cap 297 has a closing portion
297A, which, in the closed position of the incorporated
plug 295, extends transversely to the cylindrical wall 275
of the container support 261, closing the container-intro-
duction end 275A of the latter, and an engagement por-
tion 297B, projecting from the closing portion 297A and
with a cylindrical shape, designed to be inserted into the
cylindrical wall 275 of the container support 261 and to
engage with interference fit the cylindrical wall 275 of the
container support 261, for example at the stop 265 or
internal thread 276 of the cylindrical part 275, by exploit-
ing the elasticity of the material. To this end, the engage-
ment portion 297B of the cap 297 has an external diam-
eter equal to or slightly greater than, an internal diameter
of the cylindrical wall 275 at the stop 265 or than the
internal thread 276, to be blocked by one of these, in a
closed position of the support plug 295.
[0187] The incorporated plug 295 may thus be easily
manually opened while inserting the container 260.
[0188] In the case of application to the cartridge 2 or
2’, since the container 260 has no air inlet to compensate
for the outlet of liquid, the pump 25 (Figures 1 and 11) is
sized so as to enable emptying of the container 260. Al-
ternatively, the pump 25 may carry out a sequence of
suction and insufflation steps to facilitate transfer of all
the liquid from the container 260 to the inside of the cham-
ber 6 (inside the extraction recess 83).
[0189] According to another embodiment, air compen-
sation exploits the lateral opening 118 of the cartridge 2
(Figures 5-7). The same process may be applied for the
cartridge 2’ (Figures 13-15).
[0190] Advantageously, the container 260 is readily
usable, has reduced costs, is robust, and ensures the
desired sterility level. The container support 261 may be
easily provided on a connection portion 277, such as a
microfluidic cartridge.
[0191] Possible implementations of magnetically con-
trolled valves are described hereinafter.
[0192] Microfluidic devices comprise fluidic paths inte-
grated in the device and formed by channels, openings,
holes, etc., which are opened and closed according to
the treatment steps. To this end, microvalves may gen-
erally be used that can be controlled from outside.
[0193] It is thus desirable for these valves to be simple,
inexpensive, and reliable, ensure the possibility of being
easily integrated in the microfluidic device, and be com-
patible with the liquids treated.
[0194] Figures 38-42 show various embodiments of a
magnetic valve 300 that may advantageously be used in
a LOC device, for example in the cartridges 2 and 2’ of
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Figures 1-19 and has the desired characteristics referred
to above. For instance, the magnetic valve 300 may form
the valves 20-22 shown in Figures 1-19.
[0195] In detail (Figure 38A), the magnetic valve 300
comprises a valve body 301 and a shutter 302 and co-
operates with an actuator 303. The magnetic valve 300
and the actuator 303 form a valve group 304.
[0196] The valve body 301 forms a fluidic path 305,
here comprising a first path portion 306 and a second
path portion 307. The path portions 306, 307 are here
arranged transversally, for example perpendicular, with
respect to each other. In particular, here, the second path
portion 307 ends at the first path portion 306 at an opening
307A, to form a T-coupling 309. Here, the first path por-
tion 306 is a duct, has rectangular or square section and
defines a wall 306A facing the second path portion 307.
The second path portion 307 may be a duct or a hole
leading to another duct, and have a section of any shape,
for example circular, rectangular, or square.
[0197] The wall of the valve body 301 forms, around
the opening 307A, a peripheral projection 308 that ex-
tends towards the inside of the first path portion 306.
[0198] The shutter 302 is formed by a magnetically de-
formable membrane arranged inside the first path portion
306 at the coupling 309. The shutter 302 is thus arranged
in front of the opening 307A of the second path portion
307 and is configured to close the opening 307A when
the shutter 302 is in the undeformed condition and to free
at least one part of the opening 307A when the shutter
is in the deformed condition.
[0199] In detail, the shutter 302 is here formed as a
single piece of elastically deformable ferromagnetic ma-
terial, typically of soft bicomponent rubber incorporating
ferrite particles or powder, iron filings, and, in general,
powder of materials that are susceptible to a magnetic
field. For instance, in case of ferrite, it may be 66% of the
total weight.
[0200] The shutter 302 comprises a shutting portion
formed by a tapered portion that is generally frustoconi-
cal-, frustopyramidal-, or a frustoprismatic-shaped. The
shutting portion is formed by a central part and by a pe-
ripheral portion, the latter has a decreasing depth and
form in practice the part the deforms elastically under an
external magnetic field.
[0201] In the embodiment of Figures 38A, 39A, and
39B, in the undeformed condition, the shutter 302 is sub-
stantially frustoconical with a major base 302A and a mi-
nor base 302B; moreover, a cylindrical portion of small
height forms the major base 302A. The shutter 302 is
moreover arranged with the major base 302A against,
and in contact with, the peripheral projection 308 and
with the minor base 302B against, and in contact with,
the wall 306A of the first path portion 306. The major
base 302A of the shutter 302 has a greater diameter than
the opening 307A, if the latter has a circular shape. In
any case, the major base 302A of the shutter 302 has a
greater area than the opening 307A, and a shape and
position such as to cover and completely close the open-

ing 307A.
[0202] Furthermore, the height H1 of the shutter 302
(height of the frustoconical portion) is equal to, or slightly
greater than, the height H2 of the first path portion 306
(or the dimension of the first path portion 306 in the con-
sidered section, in a perpendicular direction to the wall
306A of the first path portion 306). In this way, thanks to
the elasticity of the shutter 302, in the undeformed con-
dition, the shutter 302 is slightly pressed within the fluidic
path 305 and reliably closes the opening 307A. The fluidic
connection between the first and second path portions
306, 307 is consequently interrupted, and a fluid, for ex-
ample a liquid, 310 in the first or in the second path portion
306, 307 (in Figure 38A, in the first path portion 306) can
thus not flow into the other path portion 307, 306.
[0203] Advantageously, in the embodiment of Figures
38-39, where the first path portion 306 is located up-
stream and the second path portion 307 is located down-
stream of the fluidic path 305, the fluid 310 pushes
against the conical wall of the shutter 302, and the pres-
sure of the fluid 310 favours adhesion of the shutter 302
against the opening 307A. The adhesion effect is in-
creased when an external force is applied on the fluid
310 in the fluidic path 305 in order to push the fluid 310
towards the second path portion 307 or draw it into the
second path portion 307.
[0204] The actuator 303 is of a magnetic type and gen-
erates a magnetic field B, when activated. For instance,
the actuator 303 may be formed by a coil electromagnet
activated when it is traversed by a current. Alternatively,
the actuator 303 may be formed by a permanent magnet
moved to and away from the valve body 301 for respec-
tively controlling opening and closing of the valve 300.
The actuator 303 faces the valve body 301 in proximity
of the wall 306A to be closer to the minor base 302B than
to the major base 302A of the shutter 302, or in any case
is brought into this position when activated.
[0205] When the actuator 303 is activated (turned on
or moved to the coupling 309 of the valve 300), the there-
by generated magnetic field B attracts the ferrite particles
or powder and causes deformation of the shutter 302, as
shown in Figures 38B and 40. In practice, the conical
portion of the shutter 302 forms a circular "wing" (on the
sides, in Figure 38B) that is attracted by the actuator 303
and turns over towards the minor base 302B of the shutter
302, detaching from the peripheral projection 308 and
freeing the opening 307A. The fluid 310 in the first duct
portion 306 can thus flow towards the second duct portion
307 in the direction indicated by the arrows of Figure 38B.
[0206] When the actuator 303 is deactivated (turned
off or moved away), thanks to the elasticity of the material
of the shutter 302, it returns into its undeformed config-
uration, thus closing again the opening 307A.
[0207] With the embodiment of Figures 39 and 40, ex-
cellent valve closing and ease of actuation are thus ob-
tained. In particular, thanks to its symmetry, the shutter
302 exerts a uniform sealing action on its entire contact
surface (peripheral ribbing 308) in the closed condition,
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providing a maximum effectiveness and sealing reliabil-
ity. Furthermore, when the shutter is deformed by the
actuator 303, it undergoes deformation in a symmetrical
way, preventing internal stresses caused by stiffness dif-
ferences due to geometrical reasons.
[0208] Alternatively, the shutter 302 may have a frust-
opyramidal shape, a frustoprismatic shape, or a more
complex shape.
[0209] Figures 41-43 show shape variants of the shut-
ter 302, designated by 315, 318, and 319, respectively,
which may be useful in particular conditions, for example
in case of a first path portion 306 of a large width. The
shutters 315, 318 and 319 are formed by two parts: a
stem portion 316 and a shutter portion 317, bonded to-
gether. The stem portion 316 and the shutter portion 317
may be of a different material. For example, the stem
portion 316 may be non-ferromagnetic and/or non-elastic
material, such as plastic, metal, or a polymer and may
thus be deformable or not. The shutter portion 317 is,
instead, of ferromagnetic elastic material, as described
above for the shutter 302.
[0210] In all of Figures 41-43, the base portion 316 of
the shutter 315, 318, 319 rests against, for example is
bonded to, the wall 306A of the first path portion 306, and
the shutter portion 317 rests against the peripheral rib-
bing 308 with its major base 317A that closes the opening
307A.
[0211] In detail, the shutter 315 of Figure 41 has a frus-
toconical-shaped shutter portion 317, as in Figures 39A
and 39B, with its major base 317A in contact with the
opening 307A and its minor base 317B having a greater
area than the base portion 316. Alternatively, the
open/close portion 317 of the shutter 315 may be frust-
opyramidal-regular prism-shaped.
[0212] The shutter 318 of Figure 42 has a parallelepi-
ped-cube- or cylinder-shaped shutter portion 317, with a
greater area than the base portion 316.
[0213] The shutter 319 of Figure 43 has a cone-, pyr-
amid-, or prismatic ring-shaped shutter portion 317, with
a central hole through which the base portion 316 is in-
serted.
[0214] In all the solutions of Figures 39-43, the valve
body 301 may be a single piece and the shutters 302,
315, 38 and 319 may be pressed into the valve body 301.
Alternatively, the valve body 301 may be made up of two
parts: a first part 301A housing the first and second path
portions 306, 307 (where the first path portion 306 is open
at the side intended to form the wall portion 306A of the
first path portion 306); and a second part 301B closing
the first path portion 306, forming the wall portion 306A.
For instance, the second part may be a chip or a film. In
this way, insertion of the shutter is facilitated, and the
shutter 302, 315, 318, and 319 is slightly compressed
when the two parts of the valve body are bonded together.
[0215] As referred to above, the connector group 221
may be used in the system 1 and 1’ according to Figures
1-19. In particular, the shutter 302, 315, 318, or 319 may
form the magnetic bodies 140-142.

[0216] For instance, Figure 44 shows the cartridge 2’
used in the system of Figure 11 and shown in detail in
Figures 13-15. In this case, the valve body 301 may form
the main body 80’, and the second closing wall 82’; the
shutter 302/315/318/319 forms the magnetic bodies
140-142, as referred to above; the first path portion 306
forms the first vent recess 95, the output fluidic recess
88, and the second vent recess 101’; and the second
path portion 307 forms the first, second, and third valve
holes 90-92. The same applies to the cartridge 2 used in
the system of Figure 1 and shown in detail in Figures 4-6,
with the difference that the first path portion 306 forms
the first vent recess 95, the output fluidic recess 88, and
the second vent recess 101. Thus, in a not shown man-
ner, the valve holes 90-92 of the cartridges 2 and 2’ may
have a respective peripheral projection 308 (not shown).
[0217] For the cartridges 2 and 2’, closing of the second
path portion 307 (valve holes 90-92) is favoured by the
suction pressure applied downstream of the valve holes
90-92, as described in detail in Figures 7-10 for the car-
tridge 2 and in Figures 16-19 for the cartridge 2’.
[0218] When incorporated in the cartridge 2 or 2’, the
shutter 302 (the shutter portion 317) has a diameter of
the major base 302A of 4-7 mm, typically about 6 mm, a
diameter of the minor base 302B of 1.5-4 mm, typically
about 2.3 mm, and an overall height of 1- mm, typically
about 1.3 mm, and the cylindrical portion (forming the
major base) has a height of 0.1-0.3 mm, typically about
0.2 mm.
[0219] In the shown embodiment, the magnetic valve
300 forms a normally closed valve, opened by deforma-
tion of the shutter or shutter portion 302, 317. It thus en-
ables a duct/hole/channel/recess to be closed in a relia-
ble, simple, and inexpensive way and to be controlled
using a simple magnetic actuator. With the shown ar-
rangement, with the major base 302B facing the down-
stream duct portion (second path portion 307), the fluid
pressure and possible forces acting on the fluid favour
tightness. The presence of the peripheral projection 308
in turn favours hermetic seal, since the compression of
the elastic material forming the shutter 302 (or the shutter
portion 317) generates a concentrated force in a small
area (area of contact between the shutter 302 or shutter
portion 317 and the peripheral projection 308).
[0220] Even though Figures 38-44 show a magnetic
valve 300 arranged at the T-coupling 309 between two
path portions 306, 307, with an appropriate geometry of
the coupling portion, the magnetic valve 300 is able to
reliably close even two fluidic path portions arranged at
an angle other than 90° or even aligned.
[0221] Possible implementations of a system for stir-
ring and mixing liquids are described hereinafter and may
be used in transportable microfluidic devices, such as
cartridges for analysis of biological samples, to which
reference is made to hereinafter, without any loss of gen-
erality.
[0222] In cartridges for the analysis of biological sam-
ples, due to their small dimensions and their use outside
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specialized laboratories and by persons without particu-
lar know-how and skills, the problem exists of enabling
the intended reactions in the chambers for performing
analysis of biological samples in a reliable way, in short
times, and with sure results.
[0223] To this end, it is useful to have solutions that
enable effective mixing of the liquids in the reaction cham-
bers, notwithstanding the small dimensions of the cham-
bers.
[0224] Figures 45-47 show an embodiment of a stirring
and mixing group 320 having the desired characteristics
referred to above and advantageously usable in a micro-
fluidic device during treatment of a liquid sample. For
instance, the stirring and mixing group 320 may be used
in the cartridges 2 and 2’ of Figures 1-19, as discussed
hereinafter.
[0225] According to Figure 45, the stirring and mixing
group 320 comprises a magnetic generator 325 and a
microfluidic device (cartridge) 323 having a reaction
chamber 322 accommodating a ferromagnetic anchor
321. The ferromagnetic anchor 321 is of ferromagnetic
material; for example, it may be completely of stainless
steel, or plastic-coated iron, or of any other non-oxidable
ferromagnetic material or any other oxidable ferromag-
netic material coated with non-oxidable material and inert
to the reaction that takes place in the reaction chamber
322.
[0226] The ferromagnetic anchor 321 is shaped as a
cylindrical rod having a length such as to be able to move
inside the reaction chamber 322.
[0227] The ferromagnetic anchor 321 is subject to a
magnetic field generated by the magnetic generator 325,
arranged outside the microfluidic device 323. Typically,
the magnetic generator 325 comprises a magnetic ele-
ment 326 configured to generate a rotating magnetic
field. Here, the magnetic element 326 is formed by a per-
manent magnet 324 mounted on a d.c. motor 328, which
can turn horizontally so as to drive the permanent magnet
324 in rotation. Furthermore, the magnetic element 326
of Figure 45 can be translated along the reaction chamber
322. In the shown example, the reaction chamber 322
has a larger extension in a vertical direction. In this case,
the magnetic element 326 is mobile vertically, as indicat-
ed by arrow 329. For instance, the magnetic element 326
may be carried by a support 327, for example a worm,
coupled to an electric motor (not shown) driving the worm
in rotation and enabling translation of the magnetic ele-
ment 326 along the support 327.
[0228] In this way, the permanent magnet 324 can ro-
tate and displace vertically.
[0229] In use, when it is desired to obtain mixing inside
the reaction chamber 322, the magnetic generator 325
is operated to generate the rotating and translating mag-
netic field and cause rotation and translation of the fer-
romagnetic anchor 321 inside the reaction chamber 322,
as shown in Figures 46A and 46B.
[0230] As mentioned above, the stirring and mixing
group 320 may advantageously be used in the system 1

and 1’ according to Figures 1-19. In particular, the micro-
fluidic device 323 may be the cartridge 2 or 2’, the reaction
chamber 322 may be the extraction chamber 6, the fer-
romagnetic anchor 321 may be the anchor 97, the mag-
netic generator 325 may be the anchor actuator 41, the
permanent magnet 324 may be the second magnetic el-
ement 73, the d.c. motor 328 may be the third motor 75,
and the support 327 may form the second turret 65. More-
over, as explained with reference to Figures 1 and 2, the
second turret 65 may be a worm extending vertically,
driven in rotation by the second electric motor 72 ar-
ranged in the base 50 and co-operating with a counter-
thread formed on the casing of the third electric motor
75. The second electric motor 72 is controlled by the con-
trol unit 35.
[0231] In this case, for a cartridge 2 or 2’ having dimen-
sions of 75 mm x 50 mm x 10 mm, with the extraction
chamber 6 having a volume of approximately 1.2 ml and
a minimum width of 0.8 mm, the ferromagnetic anchor
321 may have a cylindrical shape, with a length of about
7 mm, a diameter of about 1.5 mm, and a weight of less
than 0.1 g. The magnetic element 326 may rotate at a
maximum nominal speed of rotation of up to 140 r.p.m.,
even though the speed in general is not constant and
depends upon the friction with the liquid in the reaction
chamber and possible magnetic beads (as described
above for the treatment of the molecules separated in
the extraction chamber, with reference to Figures 9 and
18A, 18B).
[0232] Figures 48-49 represent another reliable, rapid,
and effective solution to obtain stirring and mixing of a
liquid in a microfluidic device. This solution may moreover
advantageously be used in the cartridges 2 and 2’ of Fig-
ures 1-19, in addition to and/or instead of the solution
described with reference to Figures 45-47.
[0233] Specifically, according to Figures 48A and 48B,
air, preferably filtered, is bubbled into a reaction chamber
331 of a microfluidic device 330.
[0234] In detail, in the microfluidic device 330 of Fig-
ures 48A and 48B, the reaction chamber 331 is connect-
ed to an inlet channel 333, an outlet channel 334, and a
vent channel 335. In the shown example, the inlet chan-
nel 333 and the outlet channel 334 are arranged near a
bottom end of the reaction chamber 331, on opposite
sides thereof, and are equipped, respectively, with a first
valve 336A and a second valve 336B. The vent channel
335 is connected to a top end of the reaction chamber
331. A first air filter 337 may be arranged upstream of
the inlet channel 333 (typically, on the ventilation line 33
of the control machine 3, 3’ of Figures 1 and 12). A second
air filter 338 may be arranged on the vent channel 335,
within the cartridge 2, 2’. The first and second filters 337,
338 may be filters of the HEPA (High-Efficiency Particu-
late Air filter) type. In particular, the first filter 337 has the
function of filtering possible pollutants or contaminants
upstream of the extraction chamber 6 (Figures 1-19) and
of the reaction chamber 331. The second filter 338 has
the function of preventing potentially dangerous material,
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such as parts of viruses, from being released into the
external environment.
[0235] A further valve (not shown) may be provided on
the vent channel 335.
[0236] In use, initially, the first valve 336A is opened
and the second valve 336B is closed. Next, a liquid (des-
ignated as a whole by 339) is introduced into the reaction
chamber 331 through the inlet channel 333 (Figure 48A).
Then (Figure 48), by keeping the first valve 336A open
and by applying a suction pressure of, for example, 5-10-2

atm to the vent channel 335, air 340 is drawn into the
reaction chamber 331 through the inlet channel 333. In
this way, the air 340 tends to swirl upwards, forming bub-
bles 341. The bubbles 341 move upwards, causing
remixing of the liquid 339.
[0237] After traversing the entire volume of liquid 339
in the reaction chamber 331, the air 340 exits from the
reaction chamber 331 through the vent channel 335.
Here, the air 340 is filtered by the second filter 338 and
can thus be discharged towards the outside, without any
risk of contamination.
[0238] At the end of the treatment in the reaction cham-
ber 331, the second valve 336B is opened, while the first
valve 336A is kept open, to enable outflow of air and
emptying of the reaction chamber 331.
[0239] The mixing solution described above is partic-
ularly effective when applied to the cartridge 2 or 2’ of
Figures 1-19. Figure 49 shows, for example, application
to the cartridge 2’. In particular, the microfluidic device
330 may form the cartridge 2 or 2’, the reaction chamber
331 may form the extraction chamber 6, the inlet channel
33 may be formed by the inlet fluidic recess 86, the outlet
channel may be formed by the output fluidic recess 88,
and the vent channel 335 may be formed by the first vent
recess 95. Here mixing air 340 is supplied through the
fluidic inlet 11, as indicated by arrow 343, and flows off
into the first vent recess 95 towards the waste chamber
7, 7’ (not visible) through the first fluidic valve 20, as in-
dicated by the arrow 344.
[0240] In this way, a very effective system is obtained
at very low costs (since it requires only a pumping system
and fluidic connections already present in the systems 1
and 1’ of Figures 1-19).
[0241] For instance, mixing via continuous air bubbling
of Figures 48A, 48B, and 49 is particularly advantageous
during the flushing with alcoholic solutions. In this case,
tests performed by the present applicant have demon-
strated that by blowing air in a continuous way at a flow
rate of 60-70 ml/s for example for two minutes results in
a highly effective flushing. Furthermore, air bubbling has
proven particularly effective if carried out in a discontin-
uous way during detachment of the extracted nucleic ac-
ids from the magnetic beads, as described above with
reference to Figures 9 and 18A and 18B. In particular,
during detachment, air can be supplied for 10 s, with a
flow rate of 30 ml/s, followed by 10 s of interruption.
[0242] Hereinafter, possible implementations of a sol-
id-reagent containment unit are described and may be

used in microfluidic devices, such as sample analysis
cartridges containing molecules to be analysed, for ex-
ample nucleic acids.
[0243] In transportable microfluidic devices performing
analysis of nucleic acids obtained from biological sam-
ples, an area is present, also referred to as analysis
chamber, that is loaded both with the nucleic acids (or
generic molecules extracted from a sample to be ana-
lysed) and reagents allowing the analysis (referred to
hereinafter as assay reagents).
[0244] It is convenient for the assay reagents to be
preloaded into the microfluidic device to enable easier
use thereof. The term "preloading" indicates the intro-
duction of the reagents into the device during assembly
thereof, i.e., prior to its use. With this strategy, the end
operator during use merely has to introduce the sample
to be analysed into the device, with one simple operation,
without having to prepare complex reaction mixtures to
be introduced into the microfluidic device.
[0245] However, many reagents used for biochemical
analyses (for example, the reaction mixtures for real-time
PCR, which include perishable reagents, such as en-
zymes and fluorophores) have to be stored at a low tem-
perature (between -20°C and +4°C) if in a classic liquid
form. It would be far from practical to preload these rea-
gents in liquid form, because the device should then be
transported and stored at low temperature, with conse-
quent costs and logistic difficulties. Furthermore, liquid
reagents are difficult to confine, and could thus displace
during transport/storage, thereby causing problems in
the analysis. These displacement problems would in-
crease further when the device has multiple analysis
chambers having a common connection prior to start the
analysis. In the latter case, during transport/storage of
the microfluidic device, liquid displacement between the
various analysis chambers may occur, with consequent
mixing of different reagents, which could affect the re-
sults.
[0246] It is, instead, convenient to preload the assay
reagents in solid form, i.e., dehydrated, for two reasons.
First, the perishable reagents thus become stable also
at room temperature, since the practically total absence
of water determines a considerable deceleration of the
reaction kinetics, including those of the degradation proc-
esses of the reagents. Thus, in this way, the need is
avoided to maintain a cold chain for the device during
entire transport and storage thereof. Furthermore, the
solid reagents are intrinsically more stable also from the
"mechanical" standpoint; any displacements of the rea-
gents from their own location become less likely, above
all if the analysis chamber or chambers is/are designed
with an appropriate shape or shapes (as will be described
hereinafter).
[0247] The reagents may be introduced into the device
already in solid form, or in liquid form and then be dehy-
drated (for example, via lyophilisation) in situ immediately
after. Next, the device is assembled in dry, controlled
atmosphere to prevent any undesired re-hydration of the
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solid reagents by air humidity, which would jeopardise
both chemical and mechanical stability thereof.
[0248] In general, once assembly of the device is con-
cluded with the solid reagents on board, it is sealed within
a package at controlled atmosphere that does not allow
penetration of humidity from the external air. Further-
more, albeit using a humidity-proof package, in many
cases it is desirable for the containment structure to be
resistant to humidity to reduce further the probability of
undesirable re-hydration of the solid reagents. Such re-
hydration could occur accidentally during transport/stor-
age, but also while introducing the sample into the trans-
portable microfluidic device for use thereof. In this step,
in fact, the protective package is opened, and undesira-
ble re-hydration may occur even in a very rapid way.
Moreover, if the sample is processed in the microfluidic
device prior to analysis (for example, if a preventive pu-
rification of DNA/RNA is obtained), the time between
opening of the package and start of the analysis increas-
es, and thus the probabilities of undesirable re-hydration
increase.
[0249] Finally, it is desirable for the solid reagents not
to be able to displace within the containment structure
either during packaging or during storage and transport,
or during handling of the microfluidic device when it is
used.
[0250] Figures 50A-50D show manufacturing steps of
an embodiment of a unit for containing solid, particular
dried reagents, hereinafter referred to as reagent unit
350, which satisfies the above requirements.
[0251] According to Figure 50A, the reagent unit 350
is manufactured starting from a support 351 bonded, for
example glued, to a frame body 352. In the embodiment
shown in Figures 50A-50D, the frame body 352 compris-
es a frame 353A with rectangular base and a plurality of
delimiting walls or diaphragms 353B, which delimit from
each other a plurality of analysis cells 354 (two whereof
are visible in Figure 50A). Alternatively, the frame body
352 may comprise just the frame 353A, as discussed
hereinafter with reference to Figure 58. The support 351
may be of any material, for example silicon, and form an
integrated-circuit chip, and the frame body 352 may also
be of any material, for example moulded polycarbonate.
The analysis cells 354 are thus open on one side and
have a base of any shape, for example square or rectan-
gular.
[0252] According to Figure 50A, a holding material 355,
for example wax and more in particular a paraffin, is in-
troduced into the cells 354 in the liquid state. The holding
material 355 may be introduced using an automatic pi-
pettor or by hand pipetting, by virtue of its low melting
point. For instance, paraffin "Paraffin wax", produced by
Sigma-Aldrich, product code 76228, having a melting
point of 44-46°C and "Paraffin wax" produced by Sigma-
Aldrich, product code 327204, having a melting point of
53-57°C, may be used. Other materials may be used
instead of wax, provided that they have a similar behav-
iour as regards the application considered and thus:

- are inert with respect to the reagents treated in the
reagent unit 350;

- do not interfere with the reactions taking place in the
reagent unit;

- have a melting point such as not to interfere with the
intended analysis processes (as discussed herein-
after with reference to Figures 57A-57C);

- do not melt during transport/storage; and
- have a low volatility in the temperature range of in-

terest.

[0253] Preferably, moreover, the holding material 355
has the following characteristics:

- it is less dense than the solutions of the treated re-
agents; and

- it is transparent at the wavelengths of interest (if a
treatment step, for example detection, of an optical
type is provided for).

[0254] For instance, in addition to paraffin, other waxes
may be used, such as bees wax, or polymers such as
polycaprolactone, or solid fats, such as cocoa butter, or
a gel, such as hydrogel or organogel.
[0255] In general, the holding material 355 is an adhe-
sion material that can be embossed at lower tempera-
tures than its own melting point. For instance, it can be
embossed at temperatures lower by 5-10°C than its own
melting point. Furthermore, the holding material 355 has
a melting point lower than 62°C, preferably lower than
60°C, even more preferably lower than 58°C.
[0256] Then, the holding material 355 is allowed to cool
until it solidifies. Next (Figure 50B), a hot-embossing step
is carried out using a first mould 357 in order to provide
a reagent cavity 359 in each analysis cell 354.
[0257] In particular, for the embossing six analysis cells
354 arranged side-by-side two by two in three rows, the
first mould 357 shown in Figure 53A may be used. Here,
the first mould 357 comprises six first embossing ele-
ments 358 having a projecting frustoconical shape, one
for each analysis cell 354. For instance, each first em-
bossing element 358 may have a base with a diameter
of 2.5-3 mm, in particular 2.8 mm, and the generatrices
of the conical shape may have an angle of approximately
10° with respect to the vertical.
[0258] The embossing temperature depends upon the
used holding material; in particular, it is set approximately
5-10°C lower than the melting point of the material. For
instance, in case of paraffin, which, as mentioned, has a
melting point of 44°-46°C, the embossing temperature is
chosen in the range 35-40°C, for example 38°C, so as
to not cause melting of the holding material, but only sof-
tening thereof.
[0259] As a result of the embossing operation, the re-
agent cavity 359 in each analysis cell 354 here has a
frustoconical shape, delimited by retention walls 356
formed by the displaced holding material, and extends
throughout the thickness of the retention walls 356 (it is
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a through cavity).
[0260] In Figure 50C, a liquid reagent 360 (comprising
one or more reagent substances, according to the appli-
cation of the reagent unit 350) is added in the reagent
cavities 359 and then (Figure 50D) dehydrated, for ex-
ample lyophilised, in a known manner, to form a dried
reagent 361 within the reagent cavity 359.
[0261] The reagent unit 350 thus prepared (see also
Figure 50E) can then be put in a sealed package that
acts also as barrier as regards humidity, for storage and
transport.
[0262] During transport and storage of the reagent unit
350, and while opening its package for use, the retention
walls 356 may exert an adhesion action on the dried re-
agent 361, keeping it in position in the cells and prevent-
ing it from exiting the analysis cells 354.
[0263] According to a different embodiment, after de-
hydration, the reagent unit 350 is heated to a temperature
close or equal to the melting point of the holding material
of the retention walls 356. In this situation, as shown in
Figure 51, the retention walls 356 partially melt to form
a sort of crust or plug wall 362 on top of the dried reagent
361. The dried reagent 361 is thus surrounded by a struc-
ture (formed by the support 351, the retention walls 356
and the plug wall 362) that envelops it on all sides, pro-
tects it, and isolates it from the external environment.
Since the material of the retention walls 356, and thus of
the plug wall 362, is inert, does not react with the dried
reagent 361 during heating, storage, and analysis.
[0264] To improve adhesion of the dried reagent 361
(some dehydrated reagents have lower properties of ad-
hesion to wax) it is possible to create mechanical reten-
tion structures along the retention walls 356, as shown
in Figures 52A and 52B.
[0265] In detail, according to this embodiment, after
forming the retention walls 356 according to Figures 50A
and 50B (and thus using the first mould 357), these walls
356 are treated so as to form a sort of blocking step or
detent 365 projecting towards the inside of each reagent
cavity 359. To this end (Figure 52A), the reagent unit 350
is subject to a second embossing step, using a second
mould 363, for example of the type shown in Figure 53B
or 53C. In detail, the second mould 363 comprises a plu-
rality of second embossing elements 364, one for each
analysis cell 354, analogously to the first mould 357. The
second embossing elements 364 of the second mould
363 are formed by two mould portions: a first mould por-
tion 364A (for example, having a frustoconical shape)
having a minor base, with a first area, and a second mould
portion 364B projecting from the first mould portion 364A
and defining a tip or abutting surface intended to rest
against the support 351 of the reagent unit 350. The sec-
ond mould portion 364B has, for example, a cylindrical
shape and a base, with a second area smaller than the
first area. The first mould portion 364A has the function
of forming the detent 365, whereas the second mould
portion 364B has only a stop function during embossing.
Thus, the first area of the first mould portion 364A is also

larger than a cross-section area of the first embossing
elements 358 of Figures 50B and 53A arranged at the
same distance from the abutting surface of the first em-
bossing elements 358. The base area of the second
mould portion 364B is smaller than the abutting surface
area of the first embossing elements 358 of Figures 50B
and 53A. For instance, the first mould portion 364A may
have a major base of 3-3.4 mm, in particular 3.2 mm, and
a minor base of 2.3 mm-2.7 mm, in particular 2.5 mm,
and the second mould portion 364B may have a base
area of 0.8-1.2 mm, in particular 1 mm. The generatrix
of the conical shape of the first mould portion 364A may
have an angle of approximately 10° with respect to the
vertical.
[0266] In Figure 53B, the first mould portion 364A of
the second mould (designated by 363’) has a conical
shape. In Figure 53C, the first mould portion 364A of the
second mould (designated by 363") has a frustopyrami-
dal shape. The second mould portions 364B of the sec-
ond moulds 363’ and 363" are both cylindrical. However,
the shown shapes are merely exemplary, and other
shapes are possible, provided that they have a first, wid-
er, mould portion and a second, narrower, mould portion,
to form a recess, and the first portion 364A of the second
mould 363 has at least one dimension larger than the
first mould 357 at the same distance from the tip abutting
surface of the moulds 357, 363.
[0267] Due to the larger base area of the first mould
portion 364A at the minor base of the first mould 357 at
the same height, during the second embossing step, the
retention walls 356 are partially squeezed, and part of
the material forms the detent 365 extending peripherally
towards the inside of the reagent cavity 359 (Figure 52A).
[0268] Then (Figure 52B), the liquid reagent 360 is in-
troduced into the reagent cavity 359, and the step de-
scribed with reference to Figure 50D is carried out, there-
by lyophilizing the liquid reagent 360.
[0269] The detent 365 thus formed contributes to me-
chanically blocking the dried reagent 361 and to reliably
prevent exit thereof from the reagent cavity 359. Obvi-
ously, also in the case of the analysis cell 354 of Figure
52B, it is possible to provide a plug wall 362, as has been
described with reference to Figure 51 for obtain sealing
towards the outside.
[0270] Figures 54A and 54B show a variant of the proc-
ess for forming the reagent cavities 359. In this case,
during embossing, a deformable mould 368 is used (Fig-
ure 55) having embossing elements 369 with a flexible
tip so as to be able to cause deformation and widening
during the embossing step. For sake of simplicity, Figures
54A and 54B show just one analysis cell 354, but the
reagent unit 350 may contain any number of analysis
cells 354, for example six, as described previously.
[0271] In detail (Figure 54A), after introducing the hold-
ing material 355 in liquid form and hardening it, the anal-
ysis cells 354 are embossed using the deformable mould
368 of Figure 55. The embossing element 369 here has
a generally frustoconical shape, with a first portion 369A
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defining the major base, of a first material, which is hard-
er, for example plastic or metal, and a second portion
369B protruding from the first portion 369A and forming
the tip or minor base of the embossing element 369, of
an elastically deformable material, for example silicone
rubber.
[0272] In Figure 54A, the embossing element 359 is
introduced into the analysis cell 354 with a pressure such
as not to cause deformation of the second portion 369B
of the deformable mould 368. Then a first embossing of
the holding material 355 is carried out, and the reagent
cavity 359 initially has a frustoconical shape.
[0273] Then (Figure 54B), the embossing element 369
is further pressed against the support 351, causing de-
formation and lateral widening of the second portion
369B of the embossing element 369 transversely to the
embossing direction. Widening of the second portion
369B causes squeezing and displacement of the holding
material 355 away from the support 351 so that the rea-
gent cavity 359 assumes an hourglass shape and forms
an intermediate neck 370 of minimum area.
[0274] The neck 370 here forms a retention structure,
which acts on the solid reagent 361 after introducing the
liquid reagent and dehydration, as for the detent 365 of
Figure 52B.
[0275] Obviously, also for the analysis cell 354 of Fig-
ure 54B it is possible to provide a protective plug 362,
for sealing towards the outside.
[0276] According to the embodiment of Figures 56A-
56D, initially an adhesive tape 366 is applied that can be
removed prior to packaging the reagent unit 350. In detail,
Figure 56A shows the reagent unit 350 after dehydration,
and thus containing the dried reagents 361.
[0277] Next (Figure 56B), the support 351 is attached,
for example glued, to the frame body 352 on the top side
(the side opposite to the adhesive tape 366), thus closing
the analysis cells 354 at the top. The support 351 may
be a silicon chip, for example integrating heaters and/or
electrical or electronic components useful during analy-
sis.
[0278] In Figure 56C, the adhesive tape 366 is stripped
off. The dried reagents 361 do not drop, since they are
compact and by virtue of the narrowed opening of the
analysis cells 354. In Figure 56D, the reagent unit 350 is
turned over. In this step, the dried reagents 361 may slide
towards the support 351, but cannot exit the analysis
cells 354 due to the narrowed opening of the analysis
cells 354, on the side that now faces the external envi-
ronment, due to the presence of the retention walls 356,
as well as, possibly, of the detent 365 (Figure 52B) or of
the neck 370 (Figure 54B). Then, the reagent unit 350
may be packaged. Alternatively, the adhesive tape 366
may not be removed, and forms a further physical barrier
to the displacement of the dried reagents and to the ex-
ternal humidity. In this case, the adhesive tape, if neces-
sary, is removed during use by the end operator.
[0279] In all previous embodiments, the reagent unit
350 is introduced into a microfluidic device, for example,

a transportable cartridge, to perform the analysis. Inser-
tion may be made prior to packaging, i.e., in the assembly
step, and the reagent unit 350 is bonded to the microflu-
idic device for example by gluing or mechanical fixing.
Alternatively, the reagent unit 350 is introduced into the
microfluidic device after opening the package by the end
user who performs the analysis, and is blocked in situ by
simple fitting.
[0280] Figures 57A-57C show steps of re-hydration of
the dried reagent 361, for its preparation to perform a
biochemical analysis.
[0281] In detail (Figure 57A), when it is desired to per-
form an analysis of molecules, for example nucleic acids,
the analysis cell 354 is supplied with a sample to be an-
alysed, in liquid form, designated by 371. After a few sec-
onds, the sample to be analysed 371 re-hydrates the
dried reagent 361 (Figure 57B) to form a reagent-sample
mixture 372; the analysis may then be carried out, ac-
cording to the provided procedures. During analysis, if
so provided (as for real-time PCR), the reagent unit 350
may be heated. This heating is at times obtained at a
temperature higher than the melting point of the material
of the retention walls 356 (for example, wax, as discussed
above) . In this case, the retention walls 356 (Figure 57B)
may melt and, due to the lower density of their material
as compared to the reagent-sample mixture 372, the
former rises at the surface of the mixture 372, to form a
closing surface 373 that prevents evaporation of the re-
agent-sample mixture 372. Here, the mixture 372 is con-
tained between the support 351, the delimiting dia-
phragms 353, and the closing surface 373.
[0282] In any case, since the material of the retention
walls 356 and thus of the closing surface 373 (for exam-
ple, wax) has been chosen according to the criteria de-
scribed in detail previously, it does not interfere with the
analysis.
[0283] Figure 58 shows a reagent unit 350 that may
be used in the cartridge 2 or 2’ of Figures 1-19. The re-
agent unit 350 of Figure 58 is of a type with single analysis
cell 354. Here, the support 351 is formed by the chip 48
that integrates the heating and temperature-control ele-
ment, represented schematically in Figure 59 by a resis-
tor 374. The frame body 352, here comprising just the
frame 353A, is bonded to the chip 48. The frame 353A
delimits internally a single analysis cell 354, accommo-
dating a retention wall 356 that delimits a bag-shaped
reagent cavity 359, which is the same and of the same
size as the analysis opening 84B (Figure 59). The reagent
cavity 359 may be obtained, as described with reference
to Figures 50A-50D, using a mould with a single emboss-
ing element similar to the elements 358 of Figure 50B,
but bag-shaped.
[0284] Figure 59 shows insertion of the reagent unit
350 in the analysis recess 84’ of the cartridge 2’ of Figures
14-15, namely, with the reagent cavity 359 facing the
analysis opening 84B. In practice, the reagent cavity 359
and the analysis opening 84B form the analysis chamber
8’.
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[0285] In this way, when the extracted molecules and
the elution liquid are fed to the analysis chamber 8’ (as
described with reference to Figures 19A and 19B), they
may mix with the dried reagent (here not shown) con-
tained in the analysis cell 354 for performing the analysis.
[0286] Figures 60-64 show a variant of the reagent unit
350 that contains a plurality of analysis cells 354 and may
be applied to the cartridge 2 or 2’ of Figures 1-19.
[0287] In detail, in the reagent unit 350 of Figure 60,
the frame body 352 comprises just the frame 353A and
delimits six analysis cells 354 defined completely in the
wax or other similar holding material. In practice, a re-
tention structure 375 is arranged therein and has a gen-
erally parallelepipedal shape, corresponding both to the
retention walls 356 and to the delimiting diaphragms 353
of Figures 50-52, 54, 56. The reagent cavities 359 are
formed in the retention structure 375. Moreover, a fluidic
channel 376 is formed in the retention structure 375, con-
nects together the reagent cavities 359 and extends on
a first face 375A of the retention structure 375 (Figure 62).
[0288] A through hole 377 connects the fluidic channel
376 of the retention structure 375 to a second face 375B
of the retention structure 375 (Figure 62).
[0289] The retention structure 375 may be obtained
using the mould 378 shown in Figure 61. In detail, the
mould 378 has six embossing elements 379 with a frus-
toconical shape, to form the reagent cavities 359; a pro-
jection 380 for forming the through hole 377; and a pro-
jecting structure 381 for forming the fluidic channel 376.
[0290] In a not shown manner, the reagent cavities 359
in the retention structure 375 may be subject to a second
embossing to form teeth similar to the detents 365 of
Figures 52A-52B. Alternatively, the mould 378 may be
modified as in Figure 55 to have reagent cavities 359
with the shape shown in Figure 54B.
[0291] The reagent unit 350 of Figure 60, after reagent
insertion and dehydration, is bonded to the chip 48 (in-
cluding possible resistors 374) in the manner shown in
Figure 62, thus with its first face 375A. Then the chip 48
closes the reagent cavities 359 at their major base. To
this end, the process described with reference to Figures
56A-56D may, for example, be used.
[0292] The reagent unit 350, thus fixed to the chip 48,
may be mounted in a cartridge 2", as shown in Figures
63 and 64. The cartridge 2" has a base structure similar
to the cartridges 2 and 2’, and thus similar parts are des-
ignated by the same reference numbers and the different
parts are denoted with prime signs. The cartridge
2" differs substantially from the cartridges 2 and 2’ of Fig-
ures 4-5 and 13-15 in that the analysis recess (here des-
ignated by 84", on the first face 80A" of the body 80")
does not have the through opening 84B, but is closed by
an analysis wall 384 having a plurality of first through
holes 385 and one second through hole 386. In detail,
the recess 84B of Figures 63, 64 has shape and dimen-
sions corresponding to those of the reagent unit 350 so
that the latter may be inserted with the second face 375B
of the retention structure 375 directed toward the wall

384 of the analysis recess 84". The first holes 385 in the
wall 384 of the analysis recess 84" are equal in number
to the reagent cavities 359 (here six) and are arranged
so as to face, and be in fluidic connection with, the reagent
cavities 359 after inserting the reagent unit 350 in the
analysis recess 84". The second through hole 386 in the
wall 384 of the analysis recess 84" is arranged so as to
face, and be in fluidic connection with, the through hole
377 in the retention structure 375.
[0293] Moreover, the wall 384 of the analysis recess
84" has, on the second face 80B" of the body 80" of the
cartridge 2", a first connection channel 387 connecting
the first through holes 385 to a first communication hole
102" similar to the holes 102B and 102’ of Figures 5-6
and 14-15. The second face 80B" of the body 80" of the
cartridge 2" further has a second connection channel 388
connecting the second through hole 386 in the wall 384
of the analysis recess 84" to a second communication
hole 100" similar to the holes 100B and 100’ of Figures
5-6 and 14-15.
[0294] In practice, the second connection channel 388
enables connection of the reagent cavities 359 to the
extraction chamber 6 and thus loading of the reagent
cavities 359 with the extracted molecules and the elution
liquid in the steps described with reference to Figures 10
and 19A, 19B. Furthermore, the first connection channel
387 enables venting of the reagent cavities 359 while
they are being loaded with the extracted molecules and
the elution liquid, in the same step.
[0295] It is noted that, in this embodiment, the silicon
chip, directly facing the reagent cavities 359, has treated
areas that have hydrophobic properties on the outside
of the reagent cavities 359, to be able to withhold the
reagent/sample mixture 371 (Figure 57B). In fact, the
chip 48 is covered, in a known and not shown manner,
by a silicon-oxide layer having intrinsic hydrophilic prop-
erties. Consequently, when, upon thermal cycles and/or
the heating as described with reference to Figure 57C,
the walls separating the reagent cavities 359 (formed by
the retention structure 375) melt, eliminating the physical
barrier between the reagent cavities 359, the hydrophilic
areas surrounded by the hydrophobic areas enable the
reagent/sample mixture 371 to be held in position.
[0296] For instance, the hydrophobic treatment may
be obtained by depositing by lamination an appropriate
dry film, for example SINR® manufactured by Shin Etsu,
and subsequent lithographical defining to remove it from
the areas underlying the reagent cavities 359. Alterna-
tively, a non-dry material may be used, arranged directly
in the desired areas by silk-screen printing or direct print-
ing using piezoelectric print heads.
[0297] It is noted that, in Figures 63-64, the first con-
nection channel 387 allows air to exit when the sample
to be analysed is introduced. The first connection channel
387 may be rendered hydrophobic in the manner referred
to above to prevent the reagent/sample mixture 371 from
exiting. In an alternative embodiment, if a vent channel
connects the reaction chamber(s) to the external envi-
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ronment, a filter, for example an EPA filter, may be pro-
vided on the vent to prevent any accidental exit or con-
tamination of the surrounding environment.
[0298] Hereinafter, possible implementations of an
analysis unit are described, capable of automatically
loading a preset amount of a sample containing mole-
cules to be analysed, for use in microfluidic devices, such
as cartridges for analysis of nucleic acids.
[0299] As is known, in transportable microfluidic devic-
es performing analysis of molecules, for example nucleic
acids obtained from biological samples, it is frequently
desirable to be able to automatically mix precise amounts
of reagents with equally precise amounts of samples to
be analysed.
[0300] For instance, in the containment unit 350 de-
scribed above with reference to Figures 50-64, enabling
preloading of the reagents in dehydrated form into the
containment unit, it is desirable that the sample to be
analysed is supplied to the analysis cells 354 in an au-
tomatic way and in a preset stoichiometric proportion with
respect to the preloaded reagents. In this way, it is pos-
sible to fully exploit the advantages provided by the de-
scribed containment unit 350, in particular its consider-
able simplicity of use, the obtainable remarkable reduc-
tion in the handling time and minimization of errors.
[0301] In general, it is desirable to have a method for
mixing of preset amounts of a liquid (for instance, a pri-
mary biological sample or a pre-treated biological sam-
ple) with solids (typically, dehydrated reagents) preload-
ed in a controlled amount in an analysis cell.
[0302] In particular, hereinafter a solution is described
that allows self-loading of a sample in one or more cham-
bers containing "cakes" of dried reagents, wherein a sam-
ple is actively pumped in a main fluidic line or "backbone".
The chamber(s) is(are) connected to the backbone
through lateral derivation(s) where no pumping occurs.
Then, the sample is not forced in the chamber(s). The
lateral derivations that connect the backbone to the
chambers allow the passage of the liquid sample by cap-
illarity and are filled. When the liquid meniscus touches
the dried reagents, it begins to rehydrate the latter. This
causes the derivations to empty and to draw other liquid
from the backbone toward the chambers. Since it is the
rehydration process that drives the filling of the cham-
bers, the filling process automatically stops as soon as
rehydration is complete; the quantity of absorbed sample
is thus precisely determined by the capacity of the dried
reagents to absorb liquid. Therefore, the dried reagents
exactly absorb the liquid quantity that has been previous-
ly removed during drying (e.g. lyophilisation), according
to the reagent characteristics and proportionally to their
masses. In this way, by introducing a precise quantity of
reagents in the chamber(s), the quantity of samples in
each chamber is deterministically determined.
[0303] Figures 65A-65D refer to a simplified embodi-
ment of an analysis unit 390 and of a method for loading
samples that meet the requirements referred to above.
In particular, these figures refer to the loading of a treated

sample containing extracted nucleic acids and an elution
liquid, into an analysis cell containing reagents specific
for the desired analysis reaction (hereafter referred to as
"assay-specific reagents"), for example, for analysis of
DNA, without the present disclosure being limited to this
application. Figures 65A-65D show the analysis unit 390
in the use position; thus the indications such as "up",
"down", "top", and "bottom" and the like refer to the shown
use position.
[0304] In detail, as shown in Figure 65A, the analysis
unit 390 comprises an analysis body 394 accommodating
a first chamber 391 and a second chamber 392; the first
and second chambers 391, 392 are connected together
by a supply channel 393 extending also in the analysis
body 394.
[0305] The first and second chambers 391, 392 have
respective inlets 391A, 392A arranged near the respec-
tive top ends, and the first chamber 391 has an outlet
391B arranged near a bottom end thereof. The supply
channel 393 here extends between the outlet 391B of
the first chamber 391 and an outlet end 397 of the supply
channel 393. Furthermore, the supply channel 393 has
a branch 393A connected to the inlet 392A of the second
chamber 392. The branch 393A here extends vertically.
The inlet 391A of the first chamber 391 is connected to
an inlet 398 of the analysis unit 390.
[0306] A valve 405 may be provided on the supply
channel 393.
[0307] It is noted that, in a manner not shown, a vent
channel may be provided, connected to the second
chamber 392 to let out air when the sample to be analysed
is introduced. The vent channel may be rendered hydro-
phobic to prevent also liquid from coming out. If the vent
channel is connected to the external environment, to pre-
vent any accidental exit or contamination of the surround-
ing environment, a filter, for example an EPA filter, may
further be provided on the vent channel.
[0308] The second chamber 392 contains dried rea-
gents 395, for example a mixture of reagents for perform-
ing real-time PCR, previously preloaded, in particular
during the step described with reference to Figures 50C-
50D and on the basis of the methodology described be-
low. The first chamber 391 contains a sample to be an-
alysed 396 in liquid form, for example a biological sample
or a derivative thereof, in particular the extracted nucleic
acids and the elution liquid, as described with reference
to Figures 1-19. The sample to be analysed 396 is gen-
erally in excess with respect to the amount to be mixed
with the dried reagents 395; the amount thereof might
not be known precisely. The second chamber 392 thus
forms an analysis chamber, where analysis of the sample
to be analysed 396 is carried out.
[0309] In Figure 65B, a first force F1 is applied. The
first force F1 may be exerted, as a thrust force, by an
external pump (not shown), connected to the inlet 398 of
the analysis unit 390, and/or may be a passive force (for
example, exploiting capillarity) acting from the outlet
391B and/or may derive from a negative pressure (suc-
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tion pressure) applied on the outlet end 397 of the supply
channel 393 and transferred to the first chamber 391
through the supply channel 393.
[0310] The first force F1 causes the sample to be an-
alysed 396 to exit from the first chamber 391 through the
outlet 391B thereof and fill the supply channel 393. By
capillarity, the sample to be analysed 396 also enters the
second chamber 392.
[0311] When the sample to be analysed 396 pene-
trates into the second chamber 392, it comes into contact
with the dried reagents 395, which start to absorb it by
hydrophilia (Figure 65C), to form a sample/reagent mix-
ture 399. The amount of sample to be analysed 396 en-
tering the second chamber 392 depends upon the
amount of liquid that can be absorbed by the dried rea-
gents 395 and is predetermined at the design stage, as
discussed in detail hereinafter.
[0312] If so desired (Figure 65D), the first chamber 391
and the supply channel 393 may be emptied by applying
a second force F2 on the outlet end 397 of the supply
channel 393. Alternatively, the second force F2 may be
applied at the inlet 398 of the analysis unit 390. The sec-
ond force F2 may be an active force, for example a pos-
itive or negative pressure generated by an external
pump. The second chamber 392 is not emptied.
[0313] The analysis unit 390 of Figures 65A-65D may
advantageously be used with the cartridge 2, 2’ described
with reference to Figures 1-19 and with the containment
unit 350 described with reference to Figures 50-59. In
particular, the first chamber 391 may be formed by the
extraction chamber 6 (Figures 1-19), the second cham-
ber 392 may be formed by the collector 8, 8’ or by the
analysis cell 354 in the reagent unit 350 of Figures 58-59,
and the inlet 398 of the analysis unit 390 corresponds to
the inlet fluidic recess 86. In this case, the analysis body
394 is formed by a number of parts, i.e., by the bodies
80-82 or 80’-82’, which house the first chamber 391 (Fig-
ures 4 and 13), and by the reagent unit 350, accommo-
dating the second chamber 392. The supply channel 393
may be formed by the output fluidic recess 88, by the
product recess 99, 99’, and by the through holes 100A,
100’.
[0314] Figure 66A shows a different embodiment of
the analysis unit 390. In detail, the analysis unit 390 of
Figure 66A differs from the analysis unit 390 of Figure
65A in that it comprises a plurality of second chambers
or wells 3921, 3922, 3933, ..., 392n, connected to the sup-
ply channel 393 through respective branches 3931, 3932,
3933, ..., 393n.
[0315] Different dried reagents 3951, 3952, 3953, ...,
395n may be preloaded in the second chambers 3921,
3922, 3933, ..., 392n. In this way, the analysis unit 390
can carry out different reactions starting from a same
sample to be analysed 396.
[0316] In Figure 66B, the second chambers 3921,
3922, 3933, ..., 392n are loaded with the sample to be
analysed 396 contained in the first chamber 391; they
are loaded in sequence on the basis of their arrangement

along the supply channel 393, i.e., according to their dis-
tance from the first chamber 391, by applying the first
force F1.
[0317] After loading the sample to be analysed 396
(Figure 66C), the supply channel 393 may be emptied
by applying a second force F2, of an active type. A dif-
ferent sample/reagent mixture 3991, 3992, 3993, ..., 399n

is thus contained in each second chamber 3921, 3922,
3933, ..., 392n present.
[0318] Then (Figure 66D), the second chambers 3921,
3922, 3933, ..., 392n may be isolated from each other
using an inert liquid non-mixable with the sample/reagent
mixture 399, designated by 400, for example by loading
mineral oil or liquid paraffin, or by melting some material,
such as low-melting paraffin wax, forming the walls of
the second chambers 392’, 392", 392’", ..., 392n, in a not
shown manner.
[0319] The analysis unit 390 of Figures 66A-66D may
be applied to the cartridge 2" of Figures 60-64 using the
containment unit 350 described with reference to Figures
50-57C. In this case, the first chamber 391 may be formed
by the extraction chamber 6 (extraction recess 83), the
second chambers 3921, 3922, 3933, ..., 392n correspond
to the analysis cells 354 or to the reagent cavities 359,
and the supply channel 393 corresponds to the fluidic
channel 376 of Figure 60, to the through hole 377, and
to the recesses and holes 88, 388, and 100" of Figures
63-64. In addition, in this case, for example, isolation be-
tween the second chambers 3921, 3922, 3933, ..., 392n

may be obtained by melting the retention structure 375.
[0320] Figure 67 is a schematic illustration of an anal-
ysis unit 390 having a different arrangement of the sec-
ond chambers 392. Here, moreover, the first chamber
391 is arranged in a separate unit 410. The analysis unit
390 of Figure 67 has six second chambers 3921, 3922

3923, ..., 3926, even though the number may vary, and
they are arranged in two vertical rows. The supply chan-
nel 393 thus has two branches series-connected, extend-
ing vertically, one of them defining an inlet 403 and the
other defining an outlet 404 of the analysis unit 390.
[0321] Here, the second chambers 3921, 3922 3923,
..., 3926 are connected to the supply channel 393
through branches 3931, 3932, 3933, ..., 3936 with hori-
zontal extension.
[0322] For the rest, the analysis unit 390 is similar to
the analysis unit 390 of Figures 65 and 66, and loading
of the sample to be analysed 396 (here not represented)
is the same as described above with reference to these
figures.
[0323] For instance, the analysis unit 390 may be
formed by the reagent unit 350 of Figures 60-64, and the
separate unit 410 may be formed by the cartridge
2" shown in Figures 63 and 64.
[0324] In all of Figures 65-66, the second chambers
392, 3921-392n may have a volume of for example 5-30
ml.
[0325] Obviously, the arrangement and the number of
second chambers 3921-392n, their volume, their connec-
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tion to the supply channel 393, and their sequence on
the supply channel 393 may vary as desired, according
to the need.
[0326] To absorb the liquid sample to be analysed, the
capillarity of the branch or branches 393A, 3931, ..., 393n

is exploited, as mentioned above. The dimensions (radi-
us and length) of these branches, and possibly also of
the supply channel 393 (if it is desired to use only the
capillarity as force F1) are appropriately calculated, ac-
cording to the criteria referred to below.
[0327] For an estimate of the order of magnitude, Ju-
rin’s law is used, which describes the height of the me-
niscus of a liquid in a capillary tube, the top opening
whereof is exposed to some known pressure and wherein
gravity counters the rise of the meniscus (worst case).
Even though the conditions of application are different,
with some approximations it is possible to obtain a rough
size estimate during design of the branches 393A, 3931,
..., 393n and possibly of the supply channel 393.
[0328] In this estimate, the pressure of thrust or suction
(force F1 of Figures 65B, 66A) is neglected, and it is
assumed that the pressure in the capillary tube is con-
stant.
[0329] In these conditions, the height of the liquid is
given by: 

where γ is the surface tension (in J/m2 or N/m), θ is the
contact angle between the surface of the liquid and the
wall of the supply channel 393/3931, ..., 393n, ρ is the
density of the liquid, g is the acceleration of gravity, and
r is the radius of the supply channel 393/3931, ..., 393n.
[0330] If the liquid is water, Eq. (1) becomes:

[0331] According to this model, with a supply channel
393/3931, ..., 393n of radius r = 1 mm, the height of the
meniscus, and thus the useful length of the supply chan-
nel 393/3931, ..., 393n for exploiting the capillarity is ap-
proximately 1.5 cm. This value represents in any case a
rough estimate, and the design of the analysis unit 390
is made by including an empirical characterization.
[0332] In particular, in case of the analysis unit 390,
the supply channel 393/3931, ..., 393n has a rectangular
cross-section, typically with a base of 1 mm and a height
of 0.5-1 mm. The maximum length of the supply channel
393/3931, ..., 393n is thus in the region of a few centime-
tres, compatible with the dimensions of the analysis unit
390, which allows just the force of capillarity (if so desired)
to be exploited in the type of device here considered.

[0333] According to one aspect of the present disclo-
sure, in all the analysis units 390 shown, the reaction
reagents 395 in the second chambers 392 are contained
in an alveolar reaction mass.
[0334] The alveolar reaction mass has a roughly
spongy structure and has the aim of:

helping the dried reagents to remain in position dur-
ing transport and storage of the analysis unit 390;
enabling loading of predetermined amounts of sam-
ple to be analysed (the so-called "self-aliquoting");
and
preventing or at least reducing cross-contamination
between different dried reagents in different cham-
bers and wells after re-hydrating the dried reagents
with the sample to be analysed, which is possible by
virtue of the connection between the various cham-
bers or wells.

[0335] For instance, when the analysis unit 390 is
formed by or is incorporated in the cartridge 2, 2’ or 2",
the alveolar mass adheres to the support 351 and re-
mains in position even after the retention structure 356,
375 has melt, as described with reference to Figures 57C
and 60-65.
[0336] Because of the presence of the alveolar reac-
tion mass, in the design stage the volume of the second
chamber or chambers 392 is calculated taking into ac-
count not only the amount of sample to be analysed that
is to be absorbed, but also the possible swelling of the
alveolar mass.
[0337] The alveolar reaction mass enables absorption
of a preset amount of sample to be analysed, provides
greater stability to the dried reagents, holding them within
the second chamber or chambers, and favours attraction
of the sample to be analysed, in liquid form.
[0338] This is all the more useful when the analysis
unit 390, 390’ forms the reagent unit 350 shown in Figures
63, 64, where the retention structure 375 melts during
the thermal cycles. In this way, in fact, each reaction site
is precisely defined, ensuring repeatability of the reac-
tion, proper control of temperature, and correct analysis
(detection step).
[0339] The alveolar reaction mass is typically obtained
by lyophilisation, which includes steps of freezing, prima-
ry drying and secondary drying the assay-specific rea-
gents.
[0340] The alveolar mass is formed by one or more
excipients having the aim of forming a matrix that re-
ceives the reagents to be dehydrated. The excipients are,
for example, chosen in the group comprising: agarose,
calcium alginate, polyacrylamide, hydroxyethyl cellu-
lose, polyethylene glycol, and zeolites. In general, the
excipient or excipients in question meets/meet the fol-
lowing requisites:

- stable structure both during re-hydration and possi-
bly as the temperature varies;
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- limited re-swelling; and
- hydrophilia, and more precisely capacity to absorb

both the assay reagents and the sample.

[0341] The amount of liquid (sample to be analysed)
entering the second chambers 392 and absorbed by the
alveolar mass depends upon:

- the concentration of the excipient forming the alve-
olar mass in the initial solution that is lyophilised; the
greater the amount of excipient, the greater the
amount of dehydrated molecules of the excipient that
can undergo hydration with the sample to be ana-
lysed; in addition, as the amount of the excipient in-
creases, the resistance of the alveolar mass increas-
es, the alveolar mass can thus absorb a greater
amount of sample to be analysed without dissolving;

- the degree of crosslinking, if the excipient is a poly-
mer capable of crosslinking; crosslinked polymers
are in general stiffer, and this fact may be useful in
this application; the increase in the degree of
crosslinking and thus of the stiffness of the alveolar
mass enables the latter to absorb the sample to be
analysed without dissolving and with a lower re-
swelling;

- the ratio between the volume of the analysis cham-
ber and the volume of the dried excipient: if the al-
veolar mass swells during re-hydration, this ratio be-
comes important; in fact, the absorption of liquid
(sample to be analysed) is interrupted when the al-
veolar mass occupies the entire volume of the reac-
tion chamber during re-hydration.

[0342] It follows that, once the three parameters re-
ferred to above, which can be controlled, are fixed, the
amount of sample to be analysed that can be absorbed
by the alveolar mass becomes "stoichiometric" in a pre-
cise and repeatable way.
[0343] The above amount may be calculated empiri-
cally by performing an experiment using a video camera
with high frame rate and high resolution, so as to film re-
hydration, step after step (for example, by adding 1 ml at
each step), of the dried alveolar mass. When the alveolar
mass stops absorbing the liquid sample, a part of the
liquid starts to form a "shell" that surrounds the alveolar
mass, and possibly this starts to lose its own shape (ac-
cording to the characteristics of the mass). It has been
shown by experiments of the present applicant that these
phenomena are clearly visible and enable the exact
amount of sample to be analysed absorbed by the alve-
olar mass to be determined.
[0344] For instance, an alveolar mass obtained by
lyophilisation of 20 ml of an aqueous solution of agarose
at 4% of mass of solute per volume of solution (w/V)
absorbs 15 ml of water in a reaction chamber having a
volume of 21.5 ml.
[0345] The alveolar mass may be produced using a

multi-stage lyophilisation process.
[0346] For instance, and in a non-limiting way, the
process for producing the alveolar mass may comprise
two steps:

1. first lyophilisation of a solution containing the ex-
cipient or excipients and possible lyoprotectants
(i.e., molecules that, combined with the excipients,
prevent or substantially reduce chemical and phys-
ical instability of the reagents that are introduced in
the subsequent step 2a during their lyophilisation
and subsequent storage); for instance, sugars, ami-
no acids, methylamines, etc. may be used as lyo-
protectants; in this step, an intermediate alveolar
mass is formed; and
2a. introduction of a solution of assay-specific rea-
gents, for example a mixture of real-time-PCR-spe-
cific reagents plus possible lyoprotectants, in the in-
termediate alveolar mass, and re-hydration of the
excipient or excipients (plus possible lyoprotectants)
lyophilised/obtained in step 1 by the assay-specific
reagents (plus possible lyoprotectants); and
2b. second lyophilisation.

[0347] The first lyophilisation may comprise, for exam-
ple, four sub-steps:

a) preparation of a liquid solution of a precursor of
the desired excipient (including possible lyoprotect-
ants) monomeric or already in the polymeric form;
for instance, an aqueous solution of agarose may be
prepared, with a concentration of 2-10% in mass of
solute per volume of solution (w/V);
b) freezing at a temperature of -40°C to -80°C, for
two hours;
c) primary drying (sublimation) for a time of 6-24
hours, at a very low pressure, for example 0.1 mbar;
and
d) secondary drying (desorption), which may last up
to half of the duration of the previous step c). The
secondary drying may be carried out, for example,
at the pressure of 0.1 mbar by heating the plates of
the lyophiliser at 30°C.

[0348] The second lyophilisation (2b) may be carried
out in a similar manner to what described for the first
lyophilisation.
[0349] At the end of the second lyophilisation, an alve-
olar mass is obtained, which incorporates the assay-spe-
cific reagents.
[0350] The alveolar mass thus obtained may be intro-
duced into the second chambers 393, 3931-393n; it is
able to absorb a precise volume of re-hydration liquid
(sample to be analysed), as explained above.
[0351] Lyophilisation in two separate steps is particu-
larly advantageous since it enables maximum freedom
of choice of the excipients (plus possible lyoprotectants)
and of the reagents for the analysis, which may be de-
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veloped, produced, and purchased independently, using
protocols not shared between the manufacturer of the
cartridge and the assay manufacturer. Furthermore, it
enables a high final concentration (both of the assay-
specific reagents and of the excipients plus possible lyo-
protectants) to be obtained with values that cannot be
achieved in a single lyophilisation step.
[0352] As an alternative to the above, in some appli-
cations and for some assay reagents it is possible to carry
out just one lyophilisation wherein both the excipients
intended to form the alveolar mass and the assay-specific
reagents are dehydrated simultaneously.
[0353] When the reaction unit 390 forms the cartridge
2 or 2’ of Figures 4-6 and 13-15, the intermediate alveolar
mass or the alveolar mass may be produced directly with-
in the analysis chamber 8, 8’, prior to coupling, for exam-
ple bonding or force fitting the body 80, 80’ in the second
closing wall 82, 82’. To this end, first the liquid solution
of the excipient (as resulting from step a) described
above) or the liquid solution of the assay-specific rea-
gents is loaded in the analysis chamber 8, 8’ using an
automatic pipettor or by hand pipetting, and then lyophili-
sation is carried out.
[0354] For the reaction unit 390, formed by the con-
tainment unit 350 of Figures 50-64, lyophilisation(s) may
be performed directly in the containment unit 350.
[0355] With the solution of Figures 64-66, it is possible
to obtain an inexpensive and precise loading of a sample
to be analysed in an analysis chamber containing dried
reagents in a simple way. The presence of the dried re-
agents in alveolar form enables loading to be obtained
in precise amounts. The possible treatment to obtain the
dried reagents in alveolar form using two lyophilisation
steps enables an increase in the concentration of dried
reagents (excipient or excipients, possible lyoprotect-
ants, and reagents for the analysis) and thus enables a
high chemical and physical stability of the alveolar mass
and a higher analysis efficiency. Furthermore, the de-
scribed solution enables the manufacturer of the car-
tridge 2, 2’, 2" and the assay manufacturer not to share
their own know-how, which is at times not public.
[0356] According to yet another aspect of the present
disclosure, when the cartridge 2, 2’ of Figures 1-19 inte-
grates an analysis chamber 8, 8’ wherein the analysis of
the treated sample is carried out as described above, as
in the case of the cartridge 2" of Figures 63-64, the control
machine 3, 3’ is able to identify and automatically handle
the intended type of analysis, as described hereinafter.
It is noted that, even though hereinafter, for sake of sim-
plicity, reference is made to the cartridge 2 and to the
control machine 3, the following explanation also applies
to the cartridge 2’ of Figures 13-19 and to the cartridge
2" of Figures 63 and 64, as well as to the machine 3’ of
Figures 11-12.
[0357] In particular, to enable automatic handling of
the analysis, data regarding the analysis for which the
cartridge 2 is designed are stored on the cartridge 2, also
considering the specific reagents for the sample con-

tained in the analysis chamber 8.
[0358] To this end (Figure 68), the machine 3 compris-
es a radiofrequency antenna 410 coupled to the control
unit 35, and the cartridge 2 has an RFID (Radio-Frequen-
cy Identification) tag 411. The RFID tag 411 is typically
of a passive type and is arranged on the casing 5 or co-
moulded with the casing 5 and comprises an antenna
and a writing substrate, as known (and not shown).
[0359] In particular, the RFID tag 411 contains infor-
mation on the type of cartridge 2, including:

- number of analysis chambers or wells 8, 354, 359
contained in the cartridge 2 or in the containment
unit 350/analysis unit 390 of Figures 50-67;

- type of analysis to be performed in the cartridge 2;
- expiry date of the cartridge 2; and
- traceability data, regarding, for example, production

and functionalization of the cartridge 2.

[0360] The RFID tag 411 may be read by the control
machine 3, using its own radio-frequency antenna 410
or using a mobile device 412, for example a cellphone,
through a common NFC (Near-Field Communication) in-
terface.
[0361] Typically, the RFID tag 411 interacts with the
control machine 3 before and after performing an analy-
sis; it interacts with the mobile device 412 after perform-
ing an analysis, as represented in the flow charts of Fig-
ures 69 and 70.
[0362] In particular, when it is desired to carry out an
analysis (Figure 69), the cartridge 2 is inserted in the
control machine 3 (step 415), the control machine 3 reads
the information stored in the RFID tag 411, referred to
above (step 416), and, on the basis of the information
read, the control machine 3 is able to start the intended
operations for the correct type of analysis, which include
the sample preparation (for example, coupling of con-
tainers 46 in the desired sequence, activating the actu-
ators 40-43, the pump 25, the heaters 48, etc., as de-
scribed with reference to Figures 7-10, or similar opera-
tions described with reference to Figures 16-19). Then,
the machine 3 may perform the proper analysis opera-
tions, and read the results, in a per se known manner.
[0363] After analysis (Figure 70), the control machine
3 sends the results of the analysis to the cartridge 2
through its own antenna 410 (step 420). The cartridge 2
receives and writes these results through its own RFID
tag 411 (step 421). These data may then be read at any
moment, for example via the cellphone 412 having an
NFC (Near-Field Communication) protocol (step 422).
[0364] In this way, the results of the analysis may be
stored and read after quite some time, facilitating han-
dling of the stored data. In fact, if these data were stored
for example in the cloud, access might be far from prac-
tical. For instance, due to the large number of performed
analyses, the identifiers, provided to the users, would be
very long and thus far from practical to use.
[0365] The data could be protected by encryption al-
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gorithms, to safeguard the privacy of the patients.
[0366] Finally, it is clear that modifications and varia-
tions may be made to the solutions described and illus-
trated herein, without thereby departing from the scope
of the present invention, as defined in the attached
claims. For instance, the various described embodiments
may be combined to provide further solutions.

Claims

1. A female connector (223) intended to be coupled, in
use, to a male needle connector (222) of a microflu-
idic system, comprising:

a containment body (235);
a connector chamber (236) in the containment
body, the connector chamber (236) being delim-
ited by at least one first face (236A) and one
second face (236B), not facing each other;
a duct (244) extending in the containment body
(235) to a duct opening (244A) on the first face
(236A) of the connector chamber (236);
a needle entry hole (242) extending from a lat-
eral face (235A) of the containment body (235)
as far as the second face (236B) of the connector
chamber (236); and
a gasket (240) arranged in the connector cham-
ber (236), the gasket having a side wall (243A)
internally delimiting a cavity (245),
wherein the side wall (243A) of the gasket (240)
extends in part adjacent to the second face
(235B) of the connector chamber (236), and the
cavity (245) of the gasket (240) faces the first
face (236A) of the connector chamber (236) .

2. The female connector according to claim 1, wherein
the connector chamber (236) has a parallelepipedal
shape, and the first and second faces (236A) and
(236B) are adjacent to each other.

3. The female connector according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein the gasket (240) is cup-shaped, with a bot-
tom wall (243B) extending transversely to the side
wall (243A) and arranged contiguous to a third face
(236C) of the connector chamber (236), opposite to
the first face (236A).

4. The female connector according to any of claims 1-3,
wherein the gasket (240) is of a material chosen
among rubber, fluorosilicone, and neoprene, in par-
ticular silicone rubber.

5. The female microfluidic connector according to claim
3 or 4, wherein the gasket (240) has a hardness of
15 to 90 Shore A, preferably of 20 to 45 Shore A.

6. The female connector according to any of the pre-

ceding claims, wherein the surface of the side wall
(243A) of the gasket (240) facing the first face (236A)
of the connector chamber (236) has a projecting pro-
file (236) surrounding the cavity (245).

7. A male connector (222) intended to be coupled to a
female connector (223) according to any of claims
1-6, comprising a needle (226) having a supporting
end (226A) and a closed tip (226B), the needle (226)
being hollow and having an injection channel (230)
extending longitudinally with respect to the needle
from the supporting end (226A) to a lateral opening
(230A) near the tip.

8. The male connector according to claim 7, comprising
a microfluidic valve (254).

9. A microfluidic group, comprising the female connec-
tor (223) according to any of claims 1-6 and the male
connector (222) according to claim 7 claim 8.

10. A sample treatment cartridge (2; 2’) for extracting
molecules, comprising:

a casing (5) having a generally parallelepipedal
shape;
a sample inlet opening (10) extending in the car-
tridge from a first face of the casing;
a fluidic inlet (11), formed on a second face of
the casing;
a fluidic outlet (12), formed on the second face
of the casing (5) and configured to enable, in
use, a connection with a suction structure;
at least one sample treatment chamber (6) con-
nected to the sample inlet opening (10); and
a fluidic circuit (9) connecting the sample treat-
ment chamber (6), the fluidic inlet (11), and the
fluidic outlet (12),
wherein the fluidic inlet and the fluidic outlet form
a first female connector (223) and a second fe-
male connector (223) according to any of claims
1-6, the casing (5) of the cartridge forming the
containment body (235); the fluidic inlet and the
fluidic outlet comprising a respective connector
chamber (236) and housing a respective gasket
(240).

11. A sample treatment machine for extracting mole-
cules configured to operate with the cartridge ac-
cording to claim 10, comprising:

a support (28) having guide means for cartridge
introduction;
coupling means for coupling with the second
face of the cartridge, the coupling means com-
prising a first male needle connector (222) and
a second male needle connector (222) accord-
ing to claim 7 or 8, configured to cooperate with
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the fluidic inlet (11) and the fluidic outlet (12),
respectively, of the cartridge (2; 2’); and
a suction pump (25), connected to the second
male connector (222).

12. A process for manufacturing the female connector
(223) according to any of claims 1-6, comprising:

forming a housing portion (250) having an con-
nector cavity (236) open and delimited by a first
face (236A) and a second face (236B) not facing
eacg other, wherein the connector cavity (236)
has a first height (dh), a duct (244) extends in
the housing portion to the first face (236A) of the
connector cavity (236), and a needle entry hole
(242) extends from a lateral face (235A) of the
housing portion (250) to the second face (236B)
of the connector cavity;
forming a gasket (240) having a side wall (243A)
internally delimiting a gasket cavity (245),
wherein at least one portion (246) of the side
wall surrounding the gasket cavity has a second
height greater than the first height;
inserting the gasket (240) in the connector cavity
(236) so that part of the side wall (243A) of the
gasket (240) extends adjacent to the second
face (235B) of the connector cavity (236); and
bonding a lid (251) to the housing portion (250),
thus compressing the side wall (243A) of the
gasket (240) and forming a connector chamber
(236) surrounding the gasket (240) .

13. The process according to claim 12, wherein the gas-
ket (240) has a bottom wall (243B) delimiting the
connector cavity (236), inserting the gasket (240)
comprising arranging the gasket (240) so that the
gasket cavity (245) of the gasket (240) faces the first
face (236A) of the connector chamber (236), and the
bottom wall (243B) is remote from the first face
(236A) of the connector chamber (236).
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